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ABSTRACT

The outstanding properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have stimulated a large
number of researches to explore the potential of using them as reinforcement in polymer
composites. Although many studies have reported the enlighten improvement of the materials
properties by using CNTs as reinforcement, there are no promising and optimal results have
been concluded to date. This thesis aims at studying the mechanical properties on thermoset
polymer, Epoxy, by employing a small amount of carbon nanotubes as reinforcement. Two
different types of nanotube-based composites are prepared i.e. a raw single-walled carbon
nanotube (SWNT) composites and a functionalized single-walled carbon nanotube (FSWNT)
composite. Chemical functionalization on SWNTs with carboxyl functional group (COOH)
aims at modifying the end caps of nanotubes, so to provide covalent bonding of SWNTs to
the polymer matrix during manufacturing of composite systems. Different weight percentages
(wt %) of each type of SWNTs are added into the composite system. Standard test methods
are performed on these nanotube composite systems and satisfactory results were achieved
when the weight percentages of both types of SWNTs increased.

Through the comparison

between two systems (raw SWNTs and FSWNTs), the FSWNT reinforced composite is found
to provide a better improvement on the mechanical properties as compared with the SWNT
reinforced system. The integrity of both composite systems is examined by using Scanning
Electronic Microscopy (SEM). The SEM images of the composites indicated the derivation in
wetting and bonding between the nanotubes (both SWNTs and FSWNTs) and epoxy resin,
and the FSWNTs provide an eminent dispersion when compared with the SWNTs in the
composite system. Moreover, thermal testings are employed to further investigate the
interfacial interaction between the nanotubes and the polymer matrix.

xiii

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are also carried out to investigate the
structural change of a SWNT under different temperature-controlled manufacturing
environments.

Swivel of the SWNT was noticed as the temperature increased. Such

alteration in structure form can provide physical interlocking between SWNT and its
surrounding polymer system.

Thus, its overall mechanical and thermal properties can be

enhanced.

Keywords: Single-walled carbon nanotube, functionalized single-walled carbon nanotube,
nanotube based composites, mechanical properties, thermal properties, molecular simulation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

MOTIVATION AND SCOPE
For centuries, scientists have been looking for new ways to improve the living

standard of mankind. Their continuous innovations on different infrastructures such as
bridges, aircrafts, power plants, have shortened the distance between people living in the
world. Although many innovated ideas and technologies have been introduced, traditional
materials for example, steel and polymer, are not sufficient to be used to meet those
performance designed. Thus, the development of new types of materials is urged. In order
to achieve this goal, much research has been carried out which aims at improving the
properties of traditional materials by being reinforced with different substances. Advanced
composite materials are, therefore, invented to overcome incapabilities of existing materials
for the engineering applications nowadays.

In this century, advanced composite materials have become more and more popular
for different industrial applications due to their attractive performances. Over the past
decades, advanced reinforced polymer composites have been tremendously used as primary
structural components in a wide range of engineering applications varying from small sport
utilities such as the shaft of a golf club, to large infrastructures. Their outstanding properties
like high specific strength to weight ratio, superior thermal and corrosion resistance,
transparency to radiation, make them appreciated by those economic important applications
1

in which high performance, light weight, less production cost and high manufacturing rate
are strongly deserved.

Among all substances used as reinforcements in advanced composite materials,
carbon nanotube (CNT) has been claimed as a new star for this purpose. Since the discovery
of CNT by S. Iijima in 1991 [1], scientists have devoted all their energies to study the
possibility of applying the CNT in our daily living. At the nanoscale, the unique form of CNT
exhibits excellent mechanical and physical properties with its Young’s modulus above 1 TPa,
elastic strain as high as 5% [2,3], failure strength of about 150GPa [4], and exceptional
resilience has been reported. These superior properties of CNT combined with its low density
make it an ideal substance as reinforcement for advanced composites and provide the
opportunities to produce a new type of strong and light weighted material. Due to its brilliant
potential in applications, CNT based composites are proposed to be used as a major
reinforcing material in different fields, especially in the space industry. Recently, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has been putting a lot of efforts in developing
nanotube based composites in future human spaceflight [5]. The results obtained from
experiments in fabricating and testing of these composites showing attractive mechanical
properties improvements.

Apart from this, CNT based composites are also promoted as the

tensile element in the tether design of space elevator project from NASA, in which a CNT
composite rope can reach stationary orbits of satellites [6, 7]. Construction would be a vast
project: a tether would have to be built of a material that could endure tremendous stress
while also being light-weight, cost-effective, and manufacturable in great quantities. CNT
technology shows a great promise to meet this intention as materials currently available can
not be able to meet these requirements.

2

Though CNTs are believed to be the major focus in the following decades, the
specialties of CNT have not yet all being discovered. CNTs are found to agglomerate easily
due to the high Van der Waals interactions arise from each nanotube [8]. This agglomeration
not only causes poor dispersion of CNTs in polymer matrix, but also incurs slippage among
CNTs [9], which results in poor load transfer inside resultant composites. Besides, the
interfacial bonding between CNTs and polymer matrix also plays an important role in
controlling the properties of CNTs composites under different loading conditions. Any
impoverished bonding between media would cause failure in load transfer within the
composite. These uncertainties in producing CNT-reinforced composites make CNT as a
challenge to be fully utilized by the industry.

This research work aims at investigating the mechanical properties of polymer by
employing CNTs as reinforcement. Single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) is the major
interest as the reinforcement in the work while epoxy is chosen as the matrix due to its high
availability in the market and is commonly adopted by engineering industry. Additionally,
functionalization on SWNT is performed to examine its effect in dispersion and load transfer
ability in the matrix. Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation is applied to study the structural
change of the SWNT during the temperature variation in the composite manufacturing
process.

3

1.2

CARBON NANOTUBE

1.2.1

Background
In the mid of 1980s, Smalley, Koroto and co-workers at Rice University [10]

discovered a new form of carbon, buckminsterfullerene C60. This cage-like structure (often
referred as “buckyball”) is composed of 60 carbon atoms bonded in hexagon and pentagon
arrangement. Since its discovery, different forms of fullerenes have been observed such as
C70 and C84 molecules. Carbon nanotubes being a member of the fullerene family were first
observed by a Japanese electron microscopist S. Iijima of NEC in 1991. These nanotubes are
long tubular fullerene where the walls of the tubes hexagonal carbon layers with graphite
structure and the ends are closed with hemisphere of the C60 structure (Figure 1.1). Since then,
nanotubes have been the focus of researches worldwide causing intense amount of
investigations and predictions on the structure and properties of the nanotubes.

Carbon nanotubes can be divided into two categories; Single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWNT) and Multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWNT) [4, 11, 12]. Also, these nanotubes can
have different graphization and orientation providing them with singular characteristics.

4

(a)

(c)
(b)

Figure 1.1 Various forms of carbon structure. (a) buckminsterfullerene C60, (b) the graphite layers
and (c) Nanotube with end closed with hemisphere of the C60. [11]

1.2.2

Basic of Carbon Nanotube
Carbon nanotube can be visualized as a graphite sheet that has been rolled into a

seamless tube. Various geometrical structures [13] can be obtained by changing the rolling
direction. This difference in atomic arrangement together with the morphology, the diameter
and length of the tube causing the CNTs exhibit totally diverse properties even in the same
condition.

In general, CNTs can be divided into three main groups, armchair, zig-zag and chiral,
depending on the tube charity. In order to characterize the chirality of CNTs, the chiral vector
Ch and the chiral angle  are employed.

5



Armchair tubule [4,4]

Zig-zag tubule [5,0]

Chiral tubule [5,2]

Figure 1.2 Illustration demonstrating how the nanotube is defined on a two dimensional graphene
sheet.

In figure 1.2, it shows a two-dimensional graphene sheet with the indication of the
chiral vector Ch and the chiral angle . This chiral vector can be defined as a line connected
between two crystalographically equivalent sites O and C on the graphite structure. This
vector can be considered as a roll-up vector and can be described by the formula [14]
C h  n a1  m a2
where the value (n,m) is the lattice translation indices and a1, a2 is the unit vector of the
hexagonal lattice. The chiral angle is the measured angle between the chiral vector and the
vector with indices (n,0). The two limiting cases exist when the chiral angle is at 0 and 30.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.3 Schematic structures of SWNTs (a) A (10,10) armchair nanotube (b) A (12,0) zig-zag
nanotube and (c) A (7,16) chiral tube.

The type of CNTs is highly depended on the chiral angle. When the angle is equal to
0, the CNT is defined as zig-zag nanotube with indices (n,0). On the other hand, if the angle
is equal to 30, the CNT is defined as armchair nanotube with indices (n,n). For those
nanotubes with angle other than 0 and 30 , (0    30), are defined as chiral nanotube
with indices (n,m). The schematic structures of nanotubes are shown in figure 1.3. Besides,
the diameter of CNTs can be determined through the formula of chiral vector once those
parameters are known. Table 1 summarizes the equations and parameters required for
defining the geometry of the SWNT [15]:
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Table 1.1
Geometrical
Parameter
Length of the Carbon
Bond

Length of unit vector

Parameters of carbon nanotubes [15]

Symbol

Formula

Value

ac-c

a

1.42 Å

a  3 ac c

2.64 Å

 3 1
a1  
,  a
 2 2

Unit vectors

a1, a2

Chiral vector

Ch

C h  n a1  m a 2

L

L  Ch  a n 2  n m  m 2

D

d

Circumference of
nanotube

Diameter of nanotube

In (x, y) coordinates
 3
1
a 2  
,   a
2
2


L



a

sin  

Chiral Angle



cos  

tan  

n, m are integers

0 m n

n2  n m  m2



nm
2 n  n m  m2
2

2n  m
2 n  n m  m2
2

0    30

3m
2n  m

The chirality of CNTs is found relating to its material properties. CNTs can either be
metallic or semi-conducting according to the chirality of tube [16], thus any changes in the
chirality will strongly influence the electronic properties of nanotubes. Besides, mechanical
properties of the CNTs rely on the chirality are also investigated. Robertson et al. [17] has
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computed the strain energy of nanotubes by continuum elastic model and they found that
the nanotubes exhibit softly behavior in small radius and chiral angle.

Plastic Flow

(10, 9)

(10, 10)

Brittle Fracture

Figure 1.4 Schematics drawing of carbon nanotube undergoes Stone-Wales transformation during
tensile condition. The transformation may result in plastic deformation of nanotube or
causing brittle fracture due to crack initiation. The formation of Stone-Wales
transformation introduces necking in the nanotube causes the diameter of the nanotube to
alter stepwise [20].

Yakobson and co-workers [18, 19] pointed out that the CNTs are significantly resilient
and able to sustain extreme strain with no signs of brittleness through simulations. Though
the influence on CNTs due to its chirality is small, they claimed that the Stone-Wales
transformation is one of the major reasons causing plastic deformation under tension. The
Stone-Wales transformation is energetically favored as the initial defect-formation
mechanism under tension. It involves rotation of a single C-C bond in the hexagonal lattice,
and two neighboring pentagon-heptagon pairs are formed. Figure 1.4 shows a schematic
proposed by Yakobson [20] on the transformation pathways of CNTs under tension.

Besides,

according to the theoretical prediction, Nardelli et al. [21] ascertained that the Stone-Wales
transformation would result in ductile fracture for armchair nanotubes.
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Apart from the chirality, the properties of CNTs are also highly depended on its
variety; SWNT and MWNT. Each type of nanotubes has their own particular properties
making them widely adopted in different applications. As mentioned, carbon nanotube is a
graphene sheet rolled-over into a cylinder. It has diameter varies from 0.7-10nm, with the
majority of SWNTs having diameters <2nm, and aspect ratio as high as 105 (aspect ratio is
the ratio of length to diameter). These nanoscopic dimensions allow nanotubes to have large
surface areas, which can enhance the interaction between the nanotube and polymer when
CNTs are adopted as a reinforcing agent in polymer matrix. However, nanotubes can vary in
size and are not always cylindrical in shape. It is found that the larger the nanotube, the more
easy for them to bend due to its own weight.

On the other hand, MWNTs consist of numerous concentric SWNTs of varying
diameter held together by weak Van der Waals forces. The tubes are separated by a distance
of 3.4Å [13], which is slightly higher than the interplanar spacing in graphite. Besides, the
interplanar bonding between the nanotubes is very weak compared to in-plane bonding. The
diameter of MWNTs is of the order of 30nm [8, 22], it can range anywhere between 10 to
100nm, and MWNTs were actually the first type of nanotubes being discovered [1]. Figure
1.5 shows the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis on crystal structures of
carbon nanotubes including SWNT and MWNT with five layers (left), two layers (middle)
and seven graphene layers (right).
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6.7nm

(a)

Figure 1.5

5.5nm

6.5nm

(b)

TEM Observations on microtubules graphitic carbon. (a) Single-walled carbon
nanotube [23] and (b) multi-walled carbon nanotubes with different numbers of
graphene layers [1].

It is observed that nanotubes are commonly found as ropes of several (20-100)
nanotubes [24]. These ropes are bundles of tubes packed together in an orderly manner.
CNTs in these ropes are usually of uniform diameter and are weakly coupled by Van der
Waals forces. It is also noticed that the individual SWNTs packed into a closed-packed
triangular lattice with lattice constant of about 17Åas indicated in figure1.6. Besides, Gao
et al. [25] shown that the density, lattice parameter, and interlayer spacing of the ropes is
dependent on the chirality of the tubes in the mat.
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Figure 1.6

1.2.3

TEM image of the cross-section of a rope of SWNTs, which are with uniform diameter
around 1.4nm and packed in a triangular lattice. [24]

Synthesis of Carbon Nanotube
Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes, scientists have been searching for an

efficient method which not only able to produce nanotubes with high purity and uniformity,
but also can be operated at fast speed. Different synthesis methods are introduced to achieve
this purpose, however, the production of nanotubes are seriously influenced by the
parameters such as pressure and temperature. Any changes in those parameters may lead to
poor fabrication of nanotubes. Nowadays, the most common adopted synthesis methods for
single- and multi-walled carbon nanotubes includes Direct Current Arc Discharge [1, 26-28],
Laser Ablation [29-31] and Chemical Vapor Decomposition (CVD) [32-36].

Although there

are various synthesis methods for nanotubes manufacturing, each method has their own
advantages and drawbacks. All these factors become the critical steps for industries when
they decide which production method of nanotubes can fulfill their own needs the most.
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1.2.3.1

Direct Current Arc Discharge
In 1991, Iijima [1] first observed MWNTs synthesized from direct current arc

discharge technique. And a year later, Ebbesen and Ajayan [37] achieved to produce a
macroscopic quantity of MWNTs at the gram level through an improved arc discharge
technique. In general, the arc discharge technique involves the use of two opposing graphite
rods as the electrodes separated a few millimeters apart. Electricity is running across the
electrodes in a helium atmosphere, resulting in the vaporization of the electrode and the
creation of hot plasma cloud. And the nanotubes are obtained from the re-condensation of hot
plasma. During which, the nanotubes form only on the negative electrode, where the current
flows.

The voltage is about 20V while the temperature maintains at 2000-3000C [38].

The yield from this technique is up to 30 percent by weight and it able to produce
both SWNTs and MWNTs with length up to 50 micrometer [39]. Netherless, the diameter of
the nanotube is ranged from 2nm to 20mm. However, the products are normally tangled and
deposited in random sizes, and coexistence of nanotubes with different chirality is found in
the product.

1.2.3.2

Laser Ablation
Laser ablation technique has been widely used since the invention of high temperature

superconductors. Similar to arc-discharge, this high energy process involves the vaporization
of a graphite target in a hot temperature chamber with 4000-5000C [40] and the sweeping of
inert gas (e.g. argon) across the chamber. The corresponding materials are allowed to deposit
onto the cooler surface of the chamber or react with any catalysts (e.g. Cobalt-nickel) to assist
the growth of nanotubes.
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This synthesis technique is recognized as an efficient tool to produce SWNTs
according to Thess [24]. And it has a yield over 70 percent of the volume of material with
mostly the armchair type of SWNTs. The length and the diameter of the nanotube can be
controlled through the variation of parameters like reaction temperature and catalyst
composition. Moreover, the alignment of the growth nanotube can be achieved by using a
cobalt coat silica plate. [41].

1.2.3.3

Chemical Vapor Decomposition
The carbon nanotubes were first formed by chemical vapor decomposition (CVD) in

1993. The motivation of develop this gas-phase technique was initiated by the limitation on
the sample volume of nanotubes produced by the arc discharge and laser ablation techniques.
Moreover, subsequent purification steps are required to separate the nanotubes from
unwanted by-products in these two processes.

During CVD, carbon nanotubes are formed through the decomposition of a
carbon-containing gas. The continuous supply of this gas acts as a carbon source for the
growth of nanotubes. The final products obtained from this process can reach relatively high
purity and thus the subsequent purification steps can be minimized. Smalley and co-workers
[42] described a refined CVD process named HiPco (High-pressure conversion of carbon
monoxide) for the large scale production of SWNTs with excellent purity. This gas-phase
production process of SWNTs uses carbon monoxide (CO) as the carbon source under the
operating temperature between 800-1200oC. And by applying the pressure up to 10 atm, the
disproportionation of CO molecules has been increased and thus enhances the growth of
SWNTs. Apart from carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon gases are also employed as the carbon
source in the CVD process to produce both SWNTs and MWNTs [43-46]. This process
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involves the use of catalyst materials, which heat up to 500-1000oC in a tube furnace, and the
hydrogen gas as flowing media through the reactor. During which, the hydrogen molecules
catalyzed by the transition metal are dissociated, and the carbon atoms are dissoluted and
saturated in the metal nanoparticle. As the result, nanotubes would grow from the
hydrocarbons, and with the amorphous carbon which may deposit on the surface of the
nanotubes during the process. Though this type of CVD techniques may have impact on the
purity, the nanotubes are allowed to grow on wide range of substrates at a lower operating
temperature.

While having a promising advantage for industrial scale deposition in terms of its
price/unit ratio, CVD are also able to synthesize vertically aligned carbon nanotubes with
controlled diameter and length. Ren et al. [35] was the first to achieve the growth of straight,
aligned carbon nanotube arrays using the substrates coated with catalyst. In the process,
ammonia gas is used as the catalytic gas while acetylene gas is used as the carbon source as
shown in figure 1.7(a). Electric field is utilized for the generation of plasma and a carbonized
tungsten filament is employed to assist the dissociation of the reactive gases and supplies heat
to the substrate. By varying the potential of electric field, the orientation of the carbon
nanotubes can be controlled. Additionally, the graphitization and length of carbon nanotube
can be regulated through altering the operating temperature and time while the diameter of it
can be managed by adjusting the thickness of the catalyst. This type of CVD process using
plasma as a gravity media is called as plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).

During PECVD, the plasma can be excited not only by direct current, but also by
microwave frequency source. Bower and coworkers [47] showed that carbon nanotube can
grow with vertical alignment in the microwave plasma-enhanced CVD (MPEVCD).
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The

alignment of nanotubes is resulted from the self-bias imposed on the substrate surface from
the microwave plasma. Fan et al. have obtained ordered MWNT structures by CVD
catalytically patterned substrates [48-50]. During CVD growth, squared iron patterns on
porous silicon substrates are applied to allow the MWNTs self-assemble into aligned
structures. These regularly positioned arrays of nanotube towers exhibit very sharp edges and
corners with no nanotubes branching away from the blocks. The MWNTs inside each block
are well aligned along the directional perpendicular to the substrate surfaces (figure 1.7(b)).

Apart from the synthesis of aligned MWNTs, growing SWNTs into structure with
well controlled orientation is found to be possible by the similar method. Franklin et al. [51]
found that ordered SWNTs could be directly grown by catalytically patterned substrates with
methane as the flowing media. Suspend SWNTs networks with directionality on substrates
containing lithographically patterned silicon pillars have been grown. Catalyst materials are
transferred onto the tops of the pillars by the contact printing selectively. The methane
employed in the CVD together with the substrates leads to the formation of practically
ordered network from the suspended SWNTs as shown in figure 1.8.
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a

Figure 1.7 Aligned MWNTs synthesized by CVD methods on different substrates. (a) An oriented
MWNTs grown on a glass substrate [47]. The cylindrical rods in the image are the
MWNTs with the diameter in the order of tens of nanometer, which are grown
perpendicular to the substrate. (b) Self-oriented MWNTs array is shown. The MWNTs are
synthesized perpendicular to the substrate and closely packed into a tower-like structure
[48-50].

a

c

b

d

Figure 1.8 Self-directed grown of suspended SWNTs. (a) The suspended SWNTs are grown on a
row of silicon pillars. The white post-like objects are the silicon pillars and the line-like
structures linking the posts are SWNTs. (b) A squared formed from suspended SWNTs.
(c) A square networks of suspended SWNTs. (d) The silicon pillars are linked by a long
SWNT. These results demonstrate the ability of the growth of ordered SWNTs network
through the self-assembled method, which could be employed into the fabrication of
electronic devices [51].
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Nanotubes have the orientations directed by the pattern of the pillars and served as the
nucleus on the top of the pillars, where the CNTs start to grow. The passage of methane gas
keeps the nanotube floating and waving in the reactor since the flow velocity near the bottom
surface is much lower than that at the level of the tower tops. The difference of flow velocity
prevents the SWNTs from being wedged by the bottom surface and the nearby towers provide
fixation point for the growth of nanotubes. Thus, if the waving SWNTs contact adjacent
towers during the process, the tube-tower Van der Waals interactions will catch the nanotubes
and hold them aloft. This CVD method is able to produce SWNTs with length up 0.2
micrometer.
When comparing with the other nanotubes synthesis method, the CVD has the
advantages of growing nanotube with high quality and large quantity, and allowing the
growth of nanotubes in specified locations and with greater purity. Also, CNTs can be grown
directly onto substrates or onto bulk-supported catalyst. The growth direction and orientation
of nanotube can be controlled with electromagnetic field and the diameter can be adjusted by
altering the size of catalytic nanoparticles used. All these factors make CVD more welcomed
by the industries.

1.2.4

Characterization of Carbon Nanotube
Carbon nanotubes are unique for their approximately perfect cylindrical shape of

seamless graphite, nano-scale diameter, and high aspect ratio. These materials are found to be
much stronger than steel, with high flexibility and only one-sixth the weight of the steel.
Their outstanding properties make them favored in different application. However, the exact
values of these properties vary from study to study due to the variations in the
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micro-structures of nanotubes formed from different synthesize methods. Thus, before they
can be widely utilized today, it is important to understand their properties in different means.

1.2.4.1

Mechanical Properties
Carbon nanotubes have extraordinary mechanical properties and SWNTs are even

claimed to be the strongest of any know fibers [4, 11]. However, direct measurements on this
nano-scale structures and it composites are challenged. It is because there is complete lack of
micro-mechanical characterization techniques for direct properties measurements, high
limitations on sample size, difficulty in controlling the alignment and distribution of CNT,
erratum of data obtain from indirect measurements, also inadequacy in test specimen
preparation technique.

In order to obtain the properties of nanotubes, researchers have developed different
novel methods for measurement. Treacy and co-workers [52] have examined the Young’s
modulus of MWNTs via the thermal vibration. Measurements of the elastic properties of the
nanotubes were performed by using Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) together with the TEM.
They concluded that the elastic modulus obtained from this direct measurement has the value
of 1.8+0.9TPa. Wong et al. [53] used a scanning force microscope to bend MWNT which was
fixed at one end mechanically. By evaluated the force-displacement relation of bending
obtained from the experiments, a value of 1.26TPa was achieved for Young’s modulus and
the bending strength was measured to be be14.2 + 8GPa. However, with similar approach,
Poncheral et al. [54] found that its elastic modulus was below 1TPa by measuring the
vibration of nanotubes in an electrical field.
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Single-walled carbon nanotubes tend to arrange into a rope with close-packed
stacking. Salvetat et al. [55] reported that the SWNTs ropes grown by the arc discharge
method has an elastic modulus of about 1TPa, while those synthesized through the CVD of
hydrocarbon provided a modulus with magnitude smaller by one to two orders. The SWNTs
ropes were depositing onto a membrane having 200nm pores and the tip of AFM was used to
bend them in the middle. The results showed that only highly ordered and well graphitized
CNTs have stiffness comparable to graphite, meanwhile those synthesized by CVD are
weaker due to the defects occurred inside the nanotube.

Yu et al. [56] has also demonstrated the use of AFM to measure the mechanical
properties of MWNTs in the SEM. The MWNT was attached to the AFM tips at the ends and
loaded under tension (figure 1.9). The AFM tip was used to stretch the MWNT till it broken,
and also used as the force sensor to determine the actual force applied onto the nanotube.
According to the stress-strain analysis from experiments, they concluded the elastic modulus
of nanotubes ranged from 270 to 950GPa and the tensile strength is varied from 11 to 63GPa.
Besides, it also observed that the outer layer of nanotubes rupture at the tensile limit and
slides over the inner tubes. This implied the tubes within the MWNT are held by
comparatively weak Van der Waals forces and the shear strength between the layers is small.
Also, the maximum value of strain could be achieved to about 12% at failure. Further insight
into the mechanical properties of SWNT ropes was investigated by Yu and co-workers [57].
They assumed that the outermost tube packed in the ropes carried the applied load throughout
the experiments. The calculated elastic moduli are in the range of 320 to 1420GPa and the
tensile strength varies from 13 to 52GPa.
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Figure 1.9

The SEM image of a MWNT attached to the AFM tips during the tensile testing [56].

Though the experimental studies show attractive behaviors of CNTs, the value of
those mechanical properties were still diverse. In order to get a better picture of CNTs, plenty
of theoretical analyses have been performed, so to validate the results obtained from
experiments.

Overney et al. [58] were the first to evaluate the nanotube properties by atomistic
simulation. Nanotubes with various number of carbon atom (100, 200 and 400 atoms) were
used to study its low frequency mode and structural rigidity. They concluded that the
nanotube exhibit the highest value of bending rigidity among all the presently available
materials. Lu [59] studied the elastic properties of SWNT using an empirical lattice dynamics
model, which has been successfully applied in evaluating the phonon spectrum and elastic
properties of graphite. From the prediction, the elastic modulus is found to be about 1TPa, the
shear modulus is closed to 0.45TPa and the bulk modulus is approximately equal to 0.74TPa
which are comparable to those of diamond. Moreover, they concluded that the elastic
modulus of nanotube is insensitive to its size and chirality. Apart from this, Lu has also
studied the mechanical behavior of SWNT ropes through simulation. Each rope has 100-500
uniform SWNTs which were packed in hexagonal order. The results showed that the SWNTs
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rope is very anisotropic in its elastic properties-soft on basal plane and stiff along the axial
direction. Also, the predicted elastic moduli of ropes are about 0.6TPa. Hernandez et al. [60]
preformed calculations by using similar approach. Nevertheless, they obtained the Young’s
modulus of 1.24TPa which is slightly higher than the value evaluated by Lu.

Popov et al. [61]

studied the elastic modulus of SWNTs, with triangular crystal

lattice, analytically based on a force constant lattice dynamics model. Calculations were
executed on nanotubes with different chirality and they inferred the elastic modulus, bulk
modulus and poisson’s ratio are strongly depended on the tube radius. The bulk modulus
reaches a maximum value of 38GPa for the SWNTs crystal with radius about 0.6nm.
However, the works from Vaccarini and co-workers [62] obtained a different result. They
examined the effect of SWNTs structure and chirality on the elastic properties, and found that
the chirality of CNT only produces insignificant effect on the tensile modulus.

On the other

hand, among all 3 types of CNT, the chiral tube is the one shown an asymmetric torsional
behavior. Nardelli et al. [21] have used molecular dynamics simulations to study the
mechanical performance of nanotubes under uniaxial tensile loading and different
temperature conditions. They reported that, under the tensile loading, the armchair nanotubes
could release its excess strain through the formation of Stone-Waals defects. Under this
condition, the stretched CNT could provide the strain more than 5%. Apart from this, they
also concluded that all nanotubes exhibit brittle behaviors in a high strain at low temperature
situation; however, the armchair nanotube would behave completely ductile at low strain and
high temperature condition. Yakobson et al. [18, 63, 64] studied the inelastic behavior of
nanotubes by using a realistic many-body Tensoff-Benner potential and molecular dynamics
simulations. The results showed that the CNT would reversibly switch into morphological
pattern when subjected to large deformations. Furthermore, by employing the molecular
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dynamics simulations, both SWNTs and MWNTs exhibit large breaking strain (~30 to 40%)
at different temperature even though they might have dissimilar chirality.

Multi-walled carbon nanotubes consist of numerous concentric SWNTs which are
held together by weak Van der Waal force. Ruoff et al. [65] derived the tensile and bending
stiffness constants of MWNTs in terms of the known elastic properties of graphite. Also, they
pointed out that, different than conventional carbon fiber and graphite, the thermal expansion
of MWNTs is practically isotropic. Ru [66, 67] has used a continuum shell and multi-shell
elastic models to study the buckling behavior of MWNT under uniaxial compressive loading.
They reported that the effect of interlayer displacements in MWNT could not be neglected
although the Van der Waals forces are not strong.

The results showed that MWNTs are

extremely resilient, and could sustain a large strain without the sign of brittleness, plasticity
or atom arrangement. Kolmogorov and co-workers [68] studied the interlayer interactions in
double-walled nanotubes. They found that a smooth solid-solid interface can be achieved due
to the tightly restricted geometry of MWNT. The energetic barrier to interlayer sliding in
defect-free nanotubes can be comparable to that for a single unit cell of crystalline graphite.
Additionally, Lu [59] used the empirical lattice dynamics model to determine the elastic
properties of MWNTs, which formed by single-layer tubes. The results indicated the effect of
chirality and tube structure has no influence on the elastic properties. And the Van der Waals
forces within the layers have trifling effect to both tensile and shear stiffness.
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1.2.4.2

Electrical Properties
The electrical properties of carbon nanotubes have been thoroughly explored so far

both in theory and in experiment.

Lot of studies has been reported carbon nanotubes exhibit

different electronic manners under different conditions, and can also be affected by
mechanical deformation.

Understanding these behaviors would be helpful in applying

nanotubes in today’s design.

As describe in previous section, nanotube can be considered as a hexagonal lattice of
carbon atoms that has been wrapped up into a seamless cylinder. Due to the electronics
structure of graphite, it is revealed that carbon nanotubes also exhibit the electrical
characteristics, that is, they can possess metallic or semi-conducting behavior based on the
chiral angle that the graphite sheet is rolled.

This finding was being reported in numerous of

studies.

Mintmire and White [69] used both empirical and first-principal techniques to
examine the helical symmetry for the electron structure of nanotubes. They reported the
nanotube diameter and chirality would have serious influence on the electronic properties.
These properties are unique specified by the chiral vectors, thus any change in this vector
would greatly alter the conducting characteristics of nanotubes.

Same results were obtained

by Dresselhaus’s group [70] and Saito et al. [13]. Figure 1.10 shows a two-dimensional
graphene sheet together with the vector specified the chiral nanotube and the metallic status
of nanotubes at specified indices (n,m).
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Figure 1.10

The two-dimensional graphene sheet shows the metallic and semi-conducting behavior
of nanotubes.

Stroscio et al. [71] have investigated that armchair nanotube (n,n) has energy bands
crossing the Fermi level and thus possess metallic behaviors.

Netherless, for the rest of

nanotubes with chiral indices (n,m) and (n,0), they may refer to metallic or semi-conducting
group according to the relation n-m = 3p (where p is an integer). When the value obtained is a
multiple of 3, the nanotube is expected to be metallic.

On the other hand, if n-m  3p, the

nanotube are concluded as semi-conducting materials and having an energy band gap in the
order of 0.5eV. Also, this band gap is highly dependent on the nanotube diameter and can be
determined by E gap 

2  o a c c
where o, ac-c and d denoted the C-C tight-binding overlap
d

energy, the nearest neighbor c-c distance and the diameter of nanotube.

As refer to the

equation, it is known that the energy band gap would be decreased by increasing the diameter
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of nanotube. Odom et al. [72]

obtained the same result of semi-conducting properties of

carbon nanotubes calculated by the above formula.

And they suggested that a small band

gap would exist at the Fermi level in metallic nanotube. Although nanotubes give delighted
properties, the growth of nanotube currently provides a wide range of different geometrics.
Researchers are seeking improvements so that the specified types of nanotubes can be
produced.

Liber’s and Dekker’s group [16, 72] studied the atomic structure of SWNTs with
scanning tunneling microscope (STM). They found that the results obtained from the
experiments are greatly agreed with the theoretical predictions.

The armchair SWNTs are

metallic with a finite density of states at Fermi level, and semi-conducting chiral tubes have
energy band gap with zero density of states inside the gap. While SWNTs can be considered a
metallic or semi-conducting, MWNTs also have a slight variation to the SWNTs.

Since

most MWNTs are composed of concentric SWNTs, the electronic properties of MWNTs
would be the net results obtained from SWNTs, therefore MWNTs are metallic opposed to
SWNTs.

Due to the amazing reveal of electronic properties from nanotubes, they are soon have
been utilized in the transport of electricity. Tan’s [73] and Bockrath’s group [74] were the first
to carry out the measurement of individual metallic SWNT. They reported that the nanotubes
samples have high resistance on the order of megaohms chiefly due to poor metal-tube
contact. Also, nanotubes were found to act as quantum wires, and its capacitance scale
linearly with the inverse of its length. This coherent electronic transport can even be
maintained through these wires up to distance of at least 140nm. Later, lot of efforts has been
put on the tube-tube electrical transportation of the nanotubes at different contact position [51,
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75, 76]. In this configuration, the atomic structures in contact regions are important and the
resistance of contact is highly dependent on the nanotubes structure and chirality. The results
showed that by using two nanotubes to create a cross-junction, high conductance in this area
can be achieved when two tubes are in-registry and commensurate, where atoms from one
tube are placed on top of another. However, the resistance of such junction is highly
susceptible to the applied force or pressure.

Franke et al. [77] have investigated the conductance of nanotube by Scanning probe
microscopy (SPM).

They concluded that the nanotube behaves as a ballistic conductor with

quantum behavior. The conductance of the nanotubes is found to be 1/12.9k-1, where Go =
2e2/h (here e is the electron charge and h is the Plank constant). Furthermore, the current
density in the nanotubes is able to reach the value greater than 107 A/m2. Collians et al. [39]
has compared the conductance of nanotubes with that of copper.

They concluded that a

bundles of nanotubes could conduct about 1 billion A/m2 while, copper wires would saturated
at 1 billion A/m2 instead. Furthermore, Thess et al. [24] measured the resistivity of ropes of
metallic SWNTs directly with a four-point technique. And they reported the rope of
nanotubes has a resistivity in the order of 10-4cm at 300K. Wei and co-workers [78] studied
the current-carrying capacity of MWNTs under high current densities. They found that the
nanotubes could carry current density up to 109 – 1010 A/m2 and remain stable at higher
temperature.

On the other hand, mechanical deformation was also found to influence the electrical
properties of nanotubes. Nardelli et al. [79] reported that the conductance of armchair SWNT
was found to change slightly under small bending angles. Later, Rochefort and co-workers
[80, 81] claimed that, through simulation, the electrical conductance of an armchair SWNTs
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can lower by up to ten-fold when the bending angle reached 45.

Besides, Tomber et al. [82]

has carried out experiments on conductance of SWNTs due to the deflection. They concluded
that the conductance decreases by a factor of 2 at ~5 bending angle (strain ~0.3%), and
decreases more severely by two orders of magnitude at a bending angle ~14 (strain ~3%).
However, it would recover as the applied force removed.

1.2.4.3

Thermal Properties
Apart from mechanical and electrical properties, the thermal conductivity and

expansion of carbon nanotubes are also fundamentally interesting and technologically crucial.
Though intensive researches on those values of nanotubes have been carried out, the exact
values of these factors are still widely disputed. However, there are some basic parameters are
found to have influence on these values such as temperature, large phonon modes, current,
and vacancy concentration.

For the materials composed of the same element, carbon atom, diamond has the
thermal conductivity about 1000-2600 W/mK while graphite has the value of 120 W/mK at
100C. Hone et al. has [83] reported the thermal conductivity of carbon nanotubes is
temperature dependent and almost in linear relationship. They also revealed the thermal
conductivity of a rope of nanotubes at room temperature can range between 1800-6000
W/mK. Che and co-workers [84] found that the thermal conductivity of an armchair
nanotube could reach 2980 W/mK by numerical calculation. Kwon et al. [85] carried out the
molecular dynamics simulations to examine the thermal conductivity of nanotubes and also
its dependence on temperature.

They reported that the value of conductivity could approach

as high as 6600 W/mK at room temperature, and this result confirms well with that predicted
by Hone. However, the temperature dependence is found to be non-linear as compared to that
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obtained by Hone. Fujii et al. [86] performed a measurement on the thermal conductivity of a
SWNT using a suspended sample-attached T-type nanosensor. They concluded that the
thermal conductivity of a carbon nanotube at room temperature increases as its diameter
decreases, and exceeds 2000 W/mK for a diameter of 9.8 nm. Also, the temperature
dependence of the thermal conductivity for a nanotube with a diameter of 16.1 nm appears to
have an asymptote near 320 K.

On the other hand, Kim et al. [87] used a micro-fabricated suspended device to
measure the thermal conductivity of a MWNT. The found that the nanotube has a thermal
conductivity more than 3000 W/mK at room temperature and its dependence on temperature
exhibits a peak at 320 K.

Zhang and Li

[88] studied the dependence of thermal

conductivity of SWNT on chirality, isotope impurity, tube length and temperature by
non-equilibrium molecular dynamics method with accurate potentials. They reported that the
thermal conductivity is insensitive to the chirality and the isotope impurity could reduce the
thermal conductivity up to 60% and change the temperature dependence behavior. Moreover,
they also found that the tube length dependence of thermal conductivity is different for
nanotubes of different radius at different temperatures.

When accounting for the important factors which influence the thermal properties of
nanotubes, the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is claimed to be a critical parameter
that must not be disregarded. The values of mechanical properties, e.g. elastic modulus, are
found to be lowered at high temperature because the materials has been weakened and caused
change in structure. Such change at high temperature is quantized by property termed
coefficient of thermal expansion. Yosida [89] investigated the lattice constant of SWNTs
bundles in the temperature ranged from 290 to 1600K by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The
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results showed that the lattice constant shrank over the whole temperature range. And the
CTE was found to be negative in the same temperature range under the assumption that the
tube axis expansion is similar to the in-plane expansion of graphite. Similar approach was
adopted by Suematsu et al. [90] to study the CTE of SWNT bundles. And they obtained the
values of (-0.15 + 0.2) * 10-5 K-1 for the tube diameter and (0.75 + 0.25) * 10-5 K-1 for
triangular lattice constant.

Raravikar and co-workers [91] determined the temperature dependence of SWNTs on
the radial breathing mode Raman frequency through molecular dynamics simulations. In the
model, two armchair type of SWNT, (5, 5) and (10, 10), were adopted. And the results
indicated that the curvature effect from nanotube causes the radial CTE to be smaller than the
axial one. Besides, the nanotube with smaller diameter is found to present a larger radial and
axial CTE than the one with larger diameter. Meanwhile, the CTE values are found to
decrease with increasing tube diameter, and would become negative and reach that of
graphite when the tube diameter turns into a big value. Apart from this, studies on the
temperature dependence of elastic modulus are also performed. The results showed that the
temperature and elastic modulus are linearly but inversely proportional. And the CTE value
due to the change in elastic modulus was about 7 * 10-5 /K-1.

Kwon, Berber and Tomanek [92] studied the thermal contraction of carbon fullerenes
and nanotubes through molecular dynamics simulations with ab-initio density function. They
reported that the nanotubes exhibit contraction in both longitudinal and volumetric way up to
a temperature of 800 K, after which the anharmonicities in the vibration result in an overall
thermal expansion. The maximum CTE is found to occur at 400K in longitudinal side
meanwhile it is happened at 400K when accounted for volume. In addition, the tube is
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reported to exceed its initial length when the temperature reaches above 1300 K. Also, the
length contraction is revealed to be affected by the bending, twist and pinch modes whereas
the pinch mode dominates the volumetric contraction.

Analytical model to examine the dependence of CTE of SWNT on temperature and
chirality was developed by Jiang et al. [93]. They found that the value of CTE of nanotube is
positive at higher temperatures, but become negative at low and room temperature. Besides,
bases on the model of armchair nanotube, the radial thermal expansion is found to be greater
than the axial one, while the result is vice versa for the model of zig-zag nanotube. When
focused on the thermal expansion in the radial and axial direction, it is revealed that the
chirality has no influence on the radial CTE, but show a significant impact on the axial CTE.
Moreover, the value of CTE of nanotube is found to vary as the diameter increased to 400 K.
During which, the CTE of armchair nanotube is changed from positive to negative value,
whilst that of zig-zag nanotube is altered from less negative to more negative.

1.2.5

Functionalization of Carbon Nanotube
The functionalization of carbon nanotubes aims to modify, chemically or otherwise,

the surface in a controlled manner, which would lead to enhancements in structural or
electronic of the materials. When carbon nanotubes applied as reinforcement into polymer, its
interfacial bonding with the polymer matrix becomes a crucial issue for the load transfer
within the composite. Chandra et al. [94] has observed that the thermo-mechanical transfer
between fiber and matrix in conventional composites is influenced by both chemical and
mechanical bonding. While chemical bonding arise from the formation of new phases,
mechanical bonding occurs by interlocking of asperities. Apart from these two types of
bonding, there is a third type of bonding that contributes to the load transfer mechanism,
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which is Van der Waals bonding. Inside the nanotube based composites, these three types of
bonding are considered to be the main transfer mechanism of load, and which governed the
final properties of the composites. To ensure the nanotube based composites maintain
sufficient strength, the nanotube must be well bonded to polymer interface. However,
employing nanotubes as filler is challenging as they are difficult to disperse and dissolve in
any organic and aqueous medium. Due to the strong attractive long-ranged Van der Waals
interaction, nanotubes tend to aggregate and form ropes. Because of these highly entangled
networks structures, the polymer matrix exhibits difficulties to penetrate into the nanotube
structures.

In order to obtain a homogenous dispersion and achieve the full potential of
nanotubes, two different possessing methods are introduced – physical/mechanical and
chemical methods. The physical method implies the physically separation of the nanotube
from each others. Meanwhile, the chemical technique implies the modification of the tube
surface by surfactant or chemical treatment. Chemical treatments are always preferred in
producing nanotube based composites. During which, the nanotube surface would be
modified chemically and letting different chemical functional groups attached to its surface.
These functionalized nanotubes not only would improve its dispersion throughout the
solvent/the host composite material, but also improve the interfacial strength chemically due
to the cross-linking created between the nanotubes and polymer matrix. Therefore, in turn,
causing an enhancement in load transfer ability in the composites. Currently, there are several
techniques widely adopted to modify the surface of carbon nanotubes. These techniques
include solution oxidation method, sidewall functionalization, fluorination and high energy
radical bombardment.
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1.2.5.1

Solution oxidation method
Solution oxidation method [95-108] is the first method developed for chemical

modification. Since this method does not require any particular equipment, it has been widely
used for nanotube surface modification. Strong chemicals, such as concentrated HNO3,
KMnO4, HF, are used in this method to oxidize the carbon atoms on the surface of nanotube.
During the oxidation process, the carbon atoms at the end of the nanotube will be excited by
the chemicals and causing its hybridization to alter, which allow other atoms or molecules to
react with the excited atoms to form functional groups such as carboxyl or hydroxyl. The
concentration of functional groups on the surface is found to be controlled successfully by
using phase transfer catalyst to assist the process [109]. Though solution oxidation method is
the simplest technique used for nanotube surface modification, the activation energy of
carbon atoms at the end of functionalized nanotube is found to be lower than that of carbon
atoms on the side wall because C-C bond is more serious deformed at the end. Besides, time
consuming and chemical waste created during the process make this method unfavor to
commercialize.

1.2.5.2

Sidewall functionalization
Since the solution oxidation method will only able to oxidize the end atoms on the

surface of nanotube and leave the sidewall untouched, therefore, further modification is
required to functionalize the sidewall of carbon nanotubes. In this method [110-117], carbon
nanotubes and proper amount of aniline are mixed together with a magnetic stirrer. And
Isoamyl nitrite is then added to the mixture to give the reactive arenediazonium species. The
whole is heated to 60 ºC and vigorously stirred. In this way, the organic species would attach
to the sidewall of carbon nanotubes by covalent reaction and serve as functional groups.
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Although this method provides a solvent free condition, it involves the reactive and unstable
chemicals which are not favor for storage and environment.

1.2.5.3

Fluorination [56-63]
Fluorination of carbon nanotubes occurs when fluorine atoms are made to covalently

bond to the sidewalls of a nanotube. In order to achieve this propose [118-125], nanotubes are
reacted with He diluted HF gas in the hot chamber, which is about 150-250C, for about 10
hours. Fluorine atom will attach to the surface of nanotubes and can be easily substituted by
other function groups through further chemical reaction. This method is totally solvent free as
it takes place in gas phase and easily acquired as the reaction can be run on large quantities of
nanotubes. However, the evolution of hydrogen fluoride gas (HF) may happen due to the high
processing temperature [126], and additional reaction has to be involved to substitute the
fluorine atom, thus increases the complexity of the process.

1.2.5.4

High energy radical bombardment
Apart from the chemical method, physical method has also been developed for the

purpose of modification. Researches [127-129] employed oxygen ion and argon ion as
working radials and applied electrical field to accelerate the working radials to certain energy
level. The accelerated ions were then utilized to bombard the surface of carbon nanotubes in
the chamber. The carbon atoms on the surface would absorb the energy from radials and react
with oxygen ions to form functional groups. This method is highly efficient and provides a
solvent free condition. However, the high energy ions in bombardment process may cause
damage to the structure of carbon nanotubes which leads to the degradation in the properties
of nanotubes.
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1.2.6

Carbon Nanotube Composites
Since discovered from 1991, carbon nanotubes have been studied extensively and

claimed as a promising new material in the coming centuries.

Their superior properties

have motivated many researchers to investigate the possibility of using nanotubes as
nanosensor, nanoindentator, field emission, and panel display materials. As a consequence,
there has been recent interest in the development of advanced composites with carbon
nanotube. Although nanotubes have much attractive properties as compared to any existing
fiber, which shown in Table 1.2, the excellent properties of reinforcement doesn't necessarily
translate to the delighted properties of composites. Challenges like homogeneous dispersion
in solvent and supporting media, alignment of filler in the load directions, and
interconnectivity with matrix must be considered in order to obtain heterostructures with
enhanced properties. Therefore, the processing techniques for manufacturing nanotube based
composites become an important issue and must be carefully designed.

Currently, there are three main types of sample preparation methods that would
partially overcome the problems in dispersion and adhesion, and they are solvent solution
mixing, melt mixing and in-situ polymerization.
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Table 1.2

Mechanical Properties of different fibers [130] (All fiber properties, except carbon
nanotube, are obtained form the reference [130])

Reinforcement
(Fibers)

Young’s Modulus

Tensile Strength

(GPa)

(GPa)

C-Glass

-

3.31

2.56

S-Glass

81.3

3.44

2.62

E-Class

88.9

4.58

2.5

Kevlar

83-190

2.8-4.1

1.45

Carbon

230-320

3.3-6.8

1.7-1.9

Ceramic Oxides

69-380

1.38-3.4

2.5-4

SiC

400

3.9

3.0

Boron

400

3.6

2.5

~1000

~60

~1.3

Carbon Nanotube

1.2.6.1

Density
(g/cc)

Solvent solution mixing
Solvent solution mixing method [131-135] provides the advantage through low

viscosity, which facilitates the mixing and dispersion of carbon nanotubes. In general, the
nanotubes are first dispersed with chemical solvent with the help of high energy process such
as magnetic stirring, shear mixing and ultrasonication. After dispersing nanotubes into the
solvent, the polymer will be added into the mixture with further agitation. This final mixture
will then be placed in a mold at the room temperature or a heat environment for evaporating
the solvent and curing. The time period for curing will be relied on the polymer employed
during composite manufacturing. For thermoplastic composite, curing will happen in a short
time once it allows cooling down from the hot operating condition. However, for thermoset
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composite, depending on the curing temperature, it may require different time interval to
complete the curing process.

Due to the simplicity in processing, this method has been widely adopted in
composite making. Schadler et al. [136] manufactured the nanotube based composite with
solvent solution mixing method. It is reported that the composite, which made from epoxy
and 5 wt% of MWNT, has an improvement in tensile modulus from 3.1GPa to 3.71GPa while
that in compression modulus from 3.63GPa to 4.5GPa. Mora and co-workers

[137] also

fabricated the carbon nanotube fiber composite with the same method. They found that the
composite has enhancement in both tensile and compressive properties. In the tensile side, the
composite of epoxy with 27% nanotube fiber has the elastic modulus changed from 1.2GPa
to 18.8GPa whilst the tensile strength increased from 43MPa to 253MPa. Meanwhile, in the
compressive way, the composite of epoxy with 14% nanotube fiber has the stiffness improved
from 1.2GPa to 10GPa and the yield strength gained from 40MPa to 130MPa.

1.2.6.2

Melt Mixing
Melt-mixing is a process normally applied for thermoplastic composites. This method

[138, 139] makes use of the softening properties of the thermoplastic to disperse the carbon
nanotubes in the polymer matrix. Conventional processing techniques, such as extrusion,
internal mixing, injection molding and blow molding, are employed in the method due to
their simplicity and availability in the industries. This method has the advantages of
contaminants and solvents free, however, the dispersion of nanotubes is comparatively poor
than the other two methods. During the process, the viscosity of polymer remains at high
level even its melting point is reached thus prevents the nanotubes from separation. In order
to disperse the nanotube into polymer matrix, high shear mixing is employed to overcome the
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high viscosity of nanotube-polymer mixture. Though shear mixing is the most preferable
driving force in such a high operating temperature environment, the ability of carbon
nanotubes to withstand such high shear force is still under investigation. An optimization of
processing parameters is required to produce a well dispersion of nanotube whilst diminish
the possibility of polymer degradation.

The improvement of mechanical properties of nanotube based composites by melt
mixing method various from study to study. Jin et al. [140] obtained 130% improvement in
elastic modulus of composite made with PMMA and 17wt% MWNT. Potschke and
co-workers [141] examined the composite of polycarbonate with 15wt% MWNTs and they
found that there is only a 30% improvement in elastic modulus. However, Kearns et al. [142]
found that nanotubes would function more efficient when applied as reinforcement in the
draw-out type of composite. By adding 1 wt% of SWNT into polypropylene, it is revealed
that the elastic modulus would have 55% enhancement.

1.2.6.3

In Situ Polymerization
In situ polymerization method [143-148] is aimed to improve the dispersion and

integration between phases. In general, there are two different techniques to carry out this
polymerization for the production of nanotube based composites. Traditionally, carbon
nanotubes are dispersed in the monomers via sonication to produce homogenous solution.
Initiator or hardening agent is then added to the solution to initialize the polymerization.
During the process, the polymerized materials would constrain the nanotube and prevent
them from aggregation. There are numerous polymers, such as polystyrene, epoxy and PPV,
which make to of this technique to produce nanocomposites. The latest type of in situ
polymerization is named electropolymerization method. During the process, carbon
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nanotubes, which are in the form of array or film, will be applied as electrode. Monomers like
pyrrole, aniline in the cell will be absorbed, deposited on the surface of nanotubes and
polymerized via external electric field. Finally, nanocomposite will be obtained after certain
period of time. This method is normally employed for those polymers with monomers in gas
phrase, like polyethylene, polypropylene and polyvinylchloride. For the other type of
polymers with different form of monomers, the traditional in situ polymerization should be
applied.

This method provides a better dispersion for nanotube as the reinforcement and matrix
are obtained in molecular scale. Velasco-Santos et al. [149] fabricated composite of PMMA
with 1 wt% of MWNTs through in situ polymerization. They concluded that the elastic
modulus of the composite is improved from 1.5 to 2.5GPa. Also, the tensile strength is
increased from 30MPa to 50MPa. Besides, using the same approach, Putz and co-workers
[150] investigated the composites of PMMA with extremely low volume fraction, 8x10-5, of
SWNT. They reported that the elastic modulus of the composite is increased from 0.3GPa to
0.38GPa through the measurement of DMA. This result is comparable to the one obtained
from the rule of mixtures for long, well-aligned carbon nanotubes.

1.2.6.4

Processing and Characterization of Nanotube Based Composites
Many researches developed carbon nanotube based composite for electrical and

thermal applications. The studies done with the mechanical area of nanotubes have far fewer
then those in the electrical and thermal fields. Here, the review on recent works in this area
has been present together with the discussion on the challenges arises in the development of
nanotube based composites.
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As mentioned earlier, the fabrication of nanotube based composites is highly relied on
the dispersion of nanotubes in the polymer matrix, and the interaction between them. Any
variations in these issues will influence the final properties of nanocomposites. Shaffer and
Windle [151] studied the nanotubes as reinforcement of solution based composites.

By

employing Dynamic-Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) measurement on nanocomposite
with nanotubes weight fraction up to 60%, they reported that the storage modulus of the
composite is increased from 6GPa for neat polymer to 12GPa for 60 wt% composite.
Analysis through the theory developed for short fiber composites, they obtained the nanotube
elastic modulus and effective length of 150MPa and 35nm, respectively. However, these
calculated values are much lower than the value reported for individual nanotube.

Using similar approach, Cadek et al. [152] fabricated the MWNT/PVA and
MWNT/PVK composites with various volume fractions of nanotubes. They found that the
elastic modulus is increased from 7GPa to 12.6GPa with 0.6 vol.% MWNT in PVA and 2GPa
to 5.6GPa with 4.8 vol.% in PVK. Also, through the measurement of Differential Scanning
Calorimetric (DSC), they observed that the PVA crystallinity increases linearly with the
nanotube content while PVK remains the same. This indicated that the difference in
reinforcement may create a crystalline interface for PVA composites, but an amorphous one
for PVK composites. The results implied the possibility that stress transfer may be
maximized by the existence of an ordered interface as pointed out by Frankland et al. [153].
Apart from this, Haggenmueller and co-workers [154] prepared the SWNT/PMMA
composite fibers via solution mixing, followed by melt mixing and then melting spinning.
They reported that the mechanical properties of the composite fibers enhance with increasing
nanotube content and drawing ratio. The elastic modulus of fibers are found to alter with
draw ratio to some extent, on the other hand, the yield strength has a significant improvement
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with the draw ratio. The yield strength is found to improve about 20% with the addition of
8wt% of SWNT and about 15% with SWNT adding up to 5wt%.

When processing the nanocomposites, addition of surfactant and chemical
modification of nanotubes are found to have certain impacts on the properties of the final
product. Gong et al. [155] fabricated nanotube based composite through curing mixing of
nanotubes with epoxy resin in the presence of surfactant. The results showed that for the
composite produces with surfactant and 1wt% nanotubes, its elastic modulus is improved by
more than 30% and the glass transition temperature is increased from 63C to 88C.
Netherless, for the composite fabricated without the aid of surfactant, its elastic modulus and
glass transition temperature has only exhibited some moderate variation. They concluded that
the addition of surfactant can improve the dispersion of nanotubes and modify the interaction
of the nanotubes with the polymer matrix.

Paiva et al. [156] studied the composites of SWNT and a crystalline PVA using
solvent solution technique, and both pure and functionalized SWNTs are used as
reinforcement in this work. The results showed that the yield strength and elastic modulus are
increased 55% with the 5wt% functionalized SWNT/PVA composites. The yield strength of
2.5wt% functionalized SWNT/PVA improves 17% over the neat PVA while that of 2.5wt%
pure SWNT/PVA is degraded 5% from the neat PVA. Yu and co-workers [157] also prepared
the functionalized SWNT/polyimide composite film with the solvent solution method, which
followed by sonication, spin coating and oven drying. From the results, they concluded that
the elastic modulus and the tensile strength of composite with 0.3wt% SWNT has been
increased by 18% and 5 % while that of composite with 1wt% SWNT has been improved by
90% and 9%. Meanwhile, the value of elongation-to-break has been lowered from 4.5% to
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4.1% and 2.6, respectively, which showing that the addition of SWNT into polyimide would
enhance the properties of the polymer, but at the same time would increase its brittleness.

Though the results of nanotube based composites give delighted properties
improvement, the control of the nanostructure of carbon nanotubes in the final product is still
not yet achieved. Also, there is no optimal conclusion can be drawn for different nanotube
based composites. The measured properties of nanocomposites are found to vary from study
to study, and these values are known to be highly relied on the type of polymer and
processing methods apply. The interfacial interaction, which knows as the critical factor for
load transfer inside the nanocomposites, has been studied thoroughly to obtain the finest
solution. In order to achieve this purpose, different assessment techniques are introduced as
to obtain the better answer for this.

Qian et al. [8, 158] characterized carbon nanotube/polystyrene composites. They
reported that the elastic modulus and tensile strength of the nanocomposite has been
increased by 42% and 25%, respectively, with addition of 1wt% of nanotubes. The load
transfer ability between nanotube and polystyrene was studied with TEM. Through the
images obtained from TEM, they concluded that the nanotube-polymer interface is operative
well into the plastic deformation regime of the composite. Also, the failure of the composites
is mainly caused by the debonding at the nanotube-polymer interface, and the rest is caused
either by sword-in sheath mechanism or transverse shear.

Wanger and co-workers [159] studied the stress-induced fragmentation of
MWNT/Urethane composite films. With the aid of TEM, they found that the fragmentation
phenomenon is caused by either process-induced stress resulting from curing of polymer or
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tensile stress generated by polymer deformation and transmitted to the nanotube. According
to the Kelly-Tyson model, they concluded that the nanotube-polymer interfacial shear
stressing on the order of 500MPa and up, which is an order higher than that of conventional
advanced composites. Lourie et al [160] investigated the buckling and collapse of
MWNT/epoxy composite. They reported that the nanotubes are under substantial high
compressive stress due to the shrinkage of an epoxy matrix after curing. Bent and loop shapes
of buckled nanotubes are observed under the inspection of TEM. And this sharp turn formed
in the buckled nanotubes causes the outer surface of the nanotubes to sustain a high flexural
strength. Later, this result was confirmed by Hadjiev et al. [161]. They showed that the
residual stress of less than 70 MPa exist on the embedded nanotubes due to the shrinkage of
epoxy in the curing process.

Apart from the TEM, Raman spectroscopy is another widely used technique to
examine the stress transfer and the strain of nanotube composite[136,162,163]. Cooper et al.
[163] prepared composite specimens by applying a carbon nanotube/epoxy mixture onto the
surface of an epoxy beam. Raman spectroscopy was applied to study the stress transfer inside
the composite during the four-point bending test. The results showed that the Raman spectra
shifted downward to a lower wavenumber which indicated the surface strain of the composite
is increased. Besides, they also reported that the effective modulus of SWNT based
composite could be over 1 TPa and that of the MWNT composite could be about 0.3 TPa.
Schadler et al. [136] also studied the behavior of MWNT/epoxy composites with Raman
Spectroscopy. They found that, although both tensile and compressive moduli of the
nanocomposite are improved, the significance of such enhancement in the modulus of tensile
is much lower than that of compressive. Through the results of Raman spectroscopy, they
observed only a shift in compression and none in tension. They concluded that the load
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transfer in MWNTs during tension is negligible due to the fact that the inner tubes are sliding
within the outer tubes, thus the load is not able to transfer efficiently inside the composite
system. Similar results were drawn by Ajayan and co-workers [9], they investigated the
fracture behavior of SWNT/epoxy composite loaded axially in tension and compression.
They reported that the shifts of Raman peaks in both tensile and compressive studies are not
significant. The results indicated that the interfacial interaction between nanotubes and matrix
is poor, which mostly caused by the sliding of nanotubes inside the rope.

Even with the improved dispersion and interfacial adhesion, the performance of
nanotube based composites may not be the same as in expectation. This is because the
orientation of nanotubes has a significant impact on the overall properties of the
nanocomposite. In order to fully utilize the carbon nanotubes as reinforcement, the control of
nanotubes distribution must be studied carefully.

Jin and co-workers [164] fabricated the

aligned nanotube composites with mechanical stretching. X-ray analysis has been carried out
to examine the orientation and degree of alignment of nanotube inside the composite. They
found that the degree of nanotube alignment could be varied with the stretching ratios,
regardless of the composite thickness. Haggenmueller [154] used the melting spinning
method to produce a well-aligned SWNT based composite fibers. Later, Vigolo and
co-worker [165] further developed this spinning method by dispersing the nanotubes in
surfactant followed by recondensing the nanotubes in the stream of polymer solution to form
macroscopic fibers and ribbons. They found that the nanotubes are oriented along the axis of
the ribbons through the SEM, and the nanotube fiber exhibits the characteristics of high
flexibility and resistance to torsion when this fiber was made into a knot. More recent method
for nanotube alignment is applying magnetic or electric field during the production of
nanocomposites. Due to the electronic characteristic of carbon nanotube, it is found that
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nanotube would able to response to the magnetic/electric field. Walters et al. [166] made use
of this characteristic and achieved an aligned membrane of SWNTs by introducing the SWNT
suspension into the magnetic field. The nanotubes suspension is found to align, and filtered in
the magnetic field and finally able to form as an aligned nanotube membrane.

1.3

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

The primary goal of this work is to investigate the enhancement of mechanical
properties of polymer by employing carbon nanotubes as reinforcement. Chapter 1 provides a
broad review in recent advances in carbon nanotubes and their composites, examining the
works regarding the nanotubes structures, processing methods, properties characteristics and
also the achievement of their composites. Chapter 2 describes the composite preparation
methods adopted in this research and also the experimental techniques employed to study the
mechanical properties of nanotube based composites. Chapter 3 presents the experimental
results of nanotube based composites obtained from various testings, and also a detailed
discussion regarding the results would be followed. Chapter 4 focus on the molecular
modeling of carbon nanotube, which aims to examine the structural change of carbon
nanotube during the temperature variation. Finally, brief conclusion about this work is drawn
in Chapter 5 and the possible future work is also mentioned.
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CHAPTER 2
SAMPLE PREPARATION AND INVESTIGATION METHODS

Two fundamentals for any experiment in condensed matter physics are a sample and
an instrument with which to measure it.

The success or failure of an experiment is

ultimately determined before the first set of data is acquired. Any inadequate set of
experiments during groundwork will result in completely unrelated results. This includes
proper handling and preparation of samples and verifying that all instrumentation is in proper
working order. The hours invested in developing a reliable experimental procedure can
eliminate weeks of wasted operational time.

This chapter will focus on the preparation method applied to fabricate the carbon
nanotube composites and also the investigation methods adopted to study the mechanical
properties of these composites. The single-walled carbon nanotubes were employed as
reinforcement in the nanocomposites in this work. Both purified and functionalized SWNTs
were used in this study so to examine the effect of surface modification on nanotube
dispersion and adhesion. The chemical processes for functionalizing the nanotubes were kept
as simple as possible in order to fulfill the requirement for future industrial application. The
improvement in properties of polymer due to the embedded SWNTs, and in the surface
interaction between the nanotubes and polymer matrix due to the functionalization were
studied through various experiments and characterization.
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2.1

2.1.1

MATERIALS AND SAMPLE

Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes
The SWNTs used in this study were obtained from Shenzhen Nanotech Port Company

Limited (NTP), synthesized by chemical vapor deposition in a furnace with flowing methane
gas as the carbon source. These nanotubes with hollow morphology have diameter less than
2nm, length varied from 5 to 15 m, and purity of 90%. Figure 2.1 shows the micrograph of
SWNTs obtained by the CVD process from NTP Company.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1 The micrographs of SWNTs synthesized by NTP Company. (a) SEM image of nanotube
showing large agglomerates. (b) and (c) TEM images showing the variation in nanoscale
morphology of nanotubes [167]
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Figure 2.1(a) is a SEM image of bulk nanotubes showing large agglomerates. These
agglomerates were resulted from the entanglement of carbon nanotubes and, which caused
significant obstruction toward achieving a homogeneous dispersion of nanotubes in a
composite. Apart from the agglomeration of nanotubes, Figure 2.1 (b) and (c) are the TEM
images of the SWNTs showing the variation in size of the nanotubes as received.

According to the specification from the NTP Company, the nanotubes have
purification about 90%. In order to confirm such high purification, thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) was performed to ensure the impurities (e.g. amorphous carbon) were kept in
a minimum value. It is important to control the amount of these impurities, which were
created during the nanotube synthesis, inside the nanotube bundles since the existence of
impurities would influence the interaction between the polymer matrix and nanotubes, thus
lower the final properties of the nanocomposite. In order to carry out the experiment, a
Setaram Labsys TG-DTA/DSC system was employed to perform the thermal analysis. The
samples were heated from 25C to 1100C at a rate of 10C/min in air. The result (figure 2.2)
showed that the sample weight (wt%) of nanotubes decreased gradually during the heating
process and reached the minimum value of ~9.1%. This implied that the existence of
amorphous carbon was not significant enough to cause oxidation and the total impurities only
contributed about 9.1% of the entire weight of nanotubes sample. These nanotubes were then
used directly as the purified reinforcement in the nanocomposite in this study.
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2.1.2

TGA curve of SWNTs as received from NTP

Functionalization of SWNTs
As mentioned in previous section, both purified and functionalized SWNTs were

incorporated into polymer as reinforcement. The functionalization of nanotube was aimed to
enhance the interfacial interaction between nanotubes and polymer matrix. This process can
be initiated by oxidizing the nanotube with different chemical agents. In this work, the
SWNTs were oxidized with a mixture of sulfuric acid and nitric acid in the ratio of 3:1 in
volume, (H2SO4 with concentration 98%; HNO3 with concentration 70%).

SWNTs were

suspended in this solution followed by sonication (ultrasonic bath 240W, 50~60kHz) for 3
hours to modify the nanotubes. These modified SWNTs would have the functional group
COOH (carboxylic group) attached at the ends. Hydrochloric acid (HCL) was then added to
the suspended mixture of nanotube to ensure the modified nanotubes were molecularly
perfect and chemically clean. The acidic nanotube mixture was washed thoroughly with
distilled water and NaOH solution [168]; this process was repeated until a neutral solution
was obtained. The acid-treated nanotubes were filtered off using double layer of 0.2m
millipore membrane. The SWNTs were then dried under vacuum at room temperature.
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The functionalization method which was adopted to attach the carboxylic group
chemically to the ends of SWNT is shown in figure 2.3. Although the end sides of the
nanotube were chemically modified, the mechanical properties of nanotubes would not be
altered as it is governed by the tube body instead of the end cap of the nanotubes. These
functionalized nanotubes were used as one of the reinforcements throughout this study, so to
investigate the load transfer ability of the functionalized carbon nanotube based composites.

COOH

COOH

COOH

H2SO4 / HNO3
(3:1 in vol. ratio)
Sonication

COOH

Figure 2.3

2.1.3

COOH

COOH

Functionalization of carbon nanotube

Dispersion of SWNTs
As mentioned in previous section, carbon nanotubes are easily to form aggregates

which behave differently in response to a load when compare with individual nanotubes. In
order to take the full advantages of nanotubes as reinforcement in composites, the aggregates
need to be broken up and the nanotubes should be dispersed throughout in the polymer to
avoid stress concentrations which will degrade the properties of the nanocomposites.

Sonication is one of the main techniques for dispersing the nanotubes. During the
fabrication of composites, sonication is widely adopted to blend the nanotubes with chemical
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solvent and surfactant, followed by the addition of the well dispersed nanotubes solution into
the soften polymer which undergoes further sonication afterwards. The aim of sonication is
not to enhance the nanoscale dispersion of nanotubes within the polymer matrix, but rather to
assure that the nanotubes are dispersed on the microscale. The microscale dispersion of
nanotubes ensures the nanotubes are completely embedded into the polymer after evaporation
of solvent.

There are large variation of solvents can be used for this mixing process and the most
commonly applied solvents include acetone, ethanol, toluene, chloroform, tetrahydroduran,
dimethylformamide (DMF) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS).

Many researches have

already reported that the delighted properties of composites produce with the above solvents.
However, on the other hand, the use of solvents was also found to have significant impacts on
the properties of the composites. Lau and co-workers [169] examined the effect due to the
solvent on the nanocomposites. They found that the solvent effect on SWNTs are in the order
of DMF>ethanol>acetone while the mechanical performance of SWNT/Epoxy composites
are in the reverse order. This result indicated the unsuitable selection of solvent for
composites processing would induce serious problems in the final properties of the
composites.

2.1.4

Polymer
The model nanocomposite system is composed of an Epoxy polymer matrix

reinforced with CVD grown SWNTs. The epoxy applied in this study is a commercially
available Araldite GY 251 epoxy resin DGEBA (diglycidylether of bisphenol A) together
with the hardener, Ciba HY 956 ethane-1,2-diamine hardener.
shown in figure 2.4.
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Their chemical structures are
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Figure 2.4

2.1.5

Chemical structures of (a) Epoxy Resin and (b) Hardener

Composite Fabrication
In order to investigate the effect on polymer due to the addition of carbon nanotubes,

both pure polymer and nanotubes based composites were fabricated. During the processing
SWNT/Epoxy composite, the solution-solvent mixing method, as described in section 1.2.6.1,
was initially employed for dispersing the SWNTs in the mixture. However the final
nanocomposites were found to exhibit an undeserved phenomenon which was unsuitable for
mechanical property testings, hence the fabrication of procedures of nanotubes has been
modified to omit the solvent usage. The details regarding the processing procedures will be
discussed in the following section. Furthermore, various weight percentages, i.e. 1%, 2%, 3%,
4%, 5%, of SWNTs and FSWNTs were introduced for manufacturing the composite, thus to
study the mechanical improvement of polymer due to the application of nanotubes.
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2.1.5.1

Solution Solvent Mixing Process
The solution solvent mixing process was the first method attempted for making

SWNT/Epoxy composites in this study. The SWNTs, either purified or functionalized, were
suspended into the solvent for 1 hour through sonication. Acetone was employed as the
required solvent in this process as its influences on composites are the least when compares
to others. The first sonication was aimed to degglomerate the nanotube bundles in the solvent
and to produce a well suspended SWNT solution. This mixture was then mixed with epoxy
resin (Araldite GY251) for the second sonication which last for 2 hours.

The overall time for two consecutive sonication processes was set to be 3 hours
because the sonication time was found to have remarkable effect on the chemical structure of
the nanotubes [170]. It is reported that longer the sonication time, more the regular graphene
sheets of carbon nanotubes would be converted into amorphous carbon layers. The sonication
time for such conversion was observed to begin between 3 and 4 hours. Therefore, in order to
prevent the formation of amorphous carbons, which would affect the final properties of the
nanotube based composite, the maximum allowable sonication time was set to be 3 hours in
this study.

During sonication, the nanotube/epoxy resin mixture was heated up to 75C to reduce
the viscosity of the solution mixture and thus enhanced the nanotube dispersion. Moreover, as
the boiling point of acetone, i.e. 60C, is much below than the heating temperature, the
solvent is allowed to evaporate from the mixture. The heating procedure is critical during the
fabrication of composites as the low viscosity of polymer at high temperature would increase
the penetration of nanotubes into the polymer, thus a better dispersed nanotubes-polymer
mixture could be obtained. The suspension from sonication was then degassed in a vacuum
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chamber for 5 minutes to get rid of the air bubbles that may occur during the sonication
process. Long degassing process is not recommended since nanotubes would start
agglomerating in the mixture once they leave the hot sonication environment. Also, the
solution mixture after the degassing process could remain at relatively high temperature
~65C; hence the viscosity was able to stay in a low value which allowed a better mixing
process with hardener afterwards.

Hardener (HY 956) was added immediately into the mixture at the resin to hardener
ratio of 5:1 right after the degassing step and with stirring followed. The SWNT/Epoxy
solution was then injected into a silicon rubber mold which would place into the oven at 80C
for 12 hours to complete the curing process. Figure 2.5 shows one of the silicon rubber molds
used in this study. Since different experimental setup used in this work required different
sample (in size and shape), the nanotube based composites was processed and prepared to
meet all necessary experimental conditions and requirements of applied investigation
methods. The samples obtained from the mold after completion of curing were kept in the
desiccators, with temperature 22 C and humidity 45%, for one week to ensure the samples
were completely cured and eliminated the thermal stressed created inside the samples during
their transmission from high temperature 80C to room temperature 22C after curing.
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Figure 2.5

Silicon rubber mold for producing the dumbbell shape specimen.

The pure epoxy specimens were processed in the same way as above, except no
solvent was added during the process as no dispersion of particles was required.

The epoxy

resin was first sonicated for 3 hours in the hot water bath, and then followed with the
degassing and the hardener mixing procedures. The rest of the processes were similar as
mentioned before.

The nanotubes based composite samples fabricated by this method were found to
exhibit certain problems.

For those nanocomposites with the 1–3% weight percentage of

nanotubes (SWNT or FWNT) showed ductile behavior while composites with 4-5% weight
percentage of nanotubes (SWNT or FWNT) found difficulties in curing. On the other hand,
pure epoxy samples were in rigid condition which was the same as indicated in the
manufacturer’s specification. The problems occurred in the specimens were accounted for the
existence of solvent inside the composite. In order to eliminate the effect due to the solvent,
the composites manufacturing process was modified to omit the usage of solvent. The
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nanotube based composites were fabricated in the same way as produced the epoxy
specimens, and the nanotubes were added and sonicated directly with the epoxy resin in a hot
bath for 3 hours at the beginning. Figure 2.6 shows the pure epoxy and nanocomposite
specimens obtained through this method.

Figure 2.6

Pure Epoxy and SWNT/Epoxy specimen obtained from the silicon rubber mold.
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2.2

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The enhancement of mechanical properties of the composites due to the addition of
nanotubes and the improvement of interfacial interaction induced by functionalized SWNTs
over the pure SWNTs were characterized utilizing various experimental techniques including
tensile property test, flexural property test, microhardness test, impact test, dynamic
mechanical analysis, thermogravimetric analysis, and scanning electron microscopy. The
general description of the experimental setups used in this study, as well as the conditions and
parameters of each experiment, are purposed in the following sections.

2.2.1

Tensile Property Test
Tensile property test is a measure to evaluate the resistance of the specimen to

elongate under axial loading until it fails. In this work, tensile property tests were performed
according to the standard ASTM D-638 at room temperature 22C and mean relative
humidity 60% by using the MTS Alliance RT/50 tensile testing machine (figure 2.7) with a
crosshead speed of 1mm/minute together with an extensometer (MTS 632 24f-50) having
25mm gauge length. The tensile specimens were of dumbbell shaped with dimension 84mm x
6.5mm x 3mm (figure 2.6) and were clamped to the sample holder vertically.

During the experiment, a uniaxial loading was continually applied on the specimen
until such time as failure occurs. This test was performed here to calculate the Young’s
modulus, tensile strength, and strain at break of the materials. The Young’s modulus is a very
important factor which is measured in mega Pascal (MPa), moreover, it is a measure of the
stiffness of a given material. It is defined as the ratio, for small strain, of the rate of change of
stress with strain. This can also be experimentally determined from the slope of a stress-strain
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curve created during tensile property tests conducted on a sample of the material. A low
modulus means that the material would be flexible while a high modulus indicates the
structure would be stiff and inflexible.

Figure 2.7

MTS Alliance RT/50 tensile machine and extensometer.

Theoretically, the Young's modulus of materials is expressed as follows:

Applied Stress 
Strain 
F / Ao

l / l o

Young ' s Modulus E 

where
F = applied force on the sample, N
Ao = the original cross-sectional area through which the force is applied, mm2
l = the amount by which the length of the sample changes, mm
lo = the original length of the sample, mm.
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(2.1)

Meanwhile, the tensile strength of a material is the maximum amount of tensile stress
that it can be subjected before failure and is defined as

Tensile Strength  max 

Maximum Applied Force Fmax
Original Cross  Sectional Area Ao

F
 max
Ao
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(2.2)

2.2.2

Flexural Property Test

The flexural property test provides measures to the behaviors of materials subjected to
simple beam loading including the flexural modulus (modulus of elasticity in bending) Ef,
flexural stress σf, flexural strain εf and the flexural stress-strain response of the material. In
this study, flexural property tests were carried out according to the standard ASTM D-790 at
room temperature 22C and mean relative humidity 60% by using the MTS Alliance RT/50
tensile testing machine (figure 2.7) together with the 3 point bending fixture (figure 2.8). The
specimen was placed on a support span and the downward loading was applied on the center
by the loading nose producing three points bending at the rate of 0.495mm/min. The
parameters for this test e.g. the speed of loading required for the test were defined through the
above standard.

Sample
beam

Applied
Force

L/2

L/2
L
Support Span

Figure 2.8 Flexural Property Test with 3 point loading
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A flexure property test produces tensile stress in the convex side of the specimen and
compression stress in the concave side. Flexural strength is defined as the maximum stress in
the outermost fiber and is calculated at the surface of the specimen on the convex or tension
side. Flexural strain is referred to the fractional change in length of an element of the outer
surface of the specimen while flexural modulus is an indication of a material’s stiffness when
flexed and can be calculated from the slope of the stress-deflection curve.

The specimens adopted in this test were rectangular in shape with dimension 70mm x
6.5mm x 3mm. The flexural parameter and results of the tests can be evaluated through the
definitions from the ASTM standard, which are shown as follows:

(1) The crosshead motion of the machine

R

Z L2
6d

(2.3)

(2) The flexural stress sustained by the sample

f 

3PL
2b d2

(2.4)

(3) The flexural strain induced by the sample

f 
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6Dd
L2

(2.5)

(4) The flexural modulus of the sample

L3 m
Ef 
4 b d3

(2.6)

where
R = rate of crosshead motion, mm/min
L = support of span, mm
d = depth of beam, mm
Z = rate of straining of the outer fiber which is equal to 0.01 mm/mm/min
according to ASTM D790
f = flexural stress sustained by the sample, MPa
P = load at a given point on the load-deflection curve, N
b = width of beam test, mm
D = maximum deflection of the beam, mm
f = flexural strain provided by the beam, MPa
m = slope of the tangent to the initial straight-line portion of the
load-deflection curve, N/mm
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2.2.3

Izod Impact Test

Impact testing techniques were established to ascertain the fracture characteristics of
materials. The basic characteristics of an impact test are that stresses are applied by
subjecting the test piece to a sudden blow. In this work, the pendulum type of impact test,
Izod impact test, was used to investigate the influence on the property of fracture strength by
the addition of nanotube into the epoxy. The experiments were carried out according to the
standard ASTM D 256 in the room with temperature 22C and mean relative humidity 60%.
Besides, all the specimens having the dimension of 64 x 6.5 x 3mm were produced for
measuring the impact properties of the materials.

The standard test for this test method requires a specimen made with a mild notch.
The notch produces a stress concentration that increases the probability of a brittle, rather
than a ductile, fracture. In order to introduce the required notch onto the specimens, the
motorized notch cutter machine from International Equipments was utilized. The notch
prepared by the cutter has the cutting angle 45 with the radius of curvature at the apex of
0.25mm and with the ratio of 5 between the depth of specimen and that of notch. Figure 2.9
shows the notch cutter machine employed in the experiment and the schematic drawing of the
notch produced by the machine on the prepared specimen.
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45C

L/2

L/2

Figure 2.9 The Notch Cutter Machine from International Equipments [171] and the schematic
drawing of the prepared specimen.

All the specimens were kept in the conditioning situation, which was the same of the
testing condition, for 40 hours after notching and prior to testing. This procedure is aimed to
release the thermal stresses induced during cutting operation and bring the specimen in
equilibrium. The impact test machine adopted in this experiment was the Analogue
Izod/Charpy Impact Tester from International Equipments (figure 2.10(a)). During the Izod
impact test, the specimen was clamped by the vises as a vertical cantilever beam as indicated
in figure 2.10(b). The pendulum would then release from it highest position and strike the
specimen through a single swing of the pendulum. The line of initial contact was a fixed
distance from the specimen clamp as well as from the centre line of the notch and was on the
same face as the notch. The impact tester would then provide the fracture energy required to
break the specimen.
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Striker
of
Pendulum
Specimen

Fixed
Jaw

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.10

Moveable
Vise Jaw

Vise

(a) The Analogue Izod/Charpy Impact Tester from International Equipments [171] and
(b) the schematic drawing of the specimen positioning.

According to the standards, the results of all the test methods are reported in terms of
energy absorbed per unit of specimen width or per unit of cross sectional area under the notch.
For relatively brittle materials having fracture energy less than 27J/m, which is the fracture
propagation energy is small in comparison with the fraction initiation energy; the toss
correction must be carried out. The toss correction (energy to throw the free end of the broken
specimen) obtained in Izod test is only an approximation of toss error, since the rotational and
rectilinear velocities may not be the same during the re-toss because store stresses in the
specimen may have been release as the kinetic energy.
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Furthermore, there are four possible types of failures during the impact test:

1. Complete Break – A break where the specimen separates into two or more piece

2. Hinge Break – An incomplete break, such that one part of the specimen cannot support
itself above the horizontal when the other part is held vertically

3. Partial Break – An incomplete break that doesn’t meet the definition for a hinge break
but has fractured at least 90% of the distance between the vertex of the
notch and the opposite side.

4. Non-Break – An incomplete break where the fracture extends less than 90% of the
distance between the vertex of the notch and the opposite side.
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2.2.4

Microhardness Test

Hardness is a measure of scratch resistance and rebound resilience, but for polymer it
is taken to refer to a measure of resistance to localized plastic deformation (e.g. a small dent
or a scratch). The mode of deformation under an indentor is a mixture of tension, shear, and
compression, and hardness is by no means a fundamental property. The results achieved from
the hardness test are highly depended on the indentor geometry and the degree of indentation
as well as the time of indentation after the measurement is made.

In order to examine the improvement in the property of composites, the
microhardness machine, Future-tech micro-hardness tester (model FM-7E, figure 2.11(a)),
was adopted to perform the experiments. The whole process was relied on the standard
ASTM E-384 and was carried out in the condition of 22C room temperature and 60% mean
relative humidity. The dimension of specimens was the same as used in the tensile test and all
specimens were polished to obtain a smooth and flat enough surface for indentation.
Moreover, the hardness value of the specimen was taken as the average of six indentations
which were made randomly on the specimen. The indentor utilized in this experiment was a
square-based pyramidal-shaped diamond with face angles of 136°. The indentor force
adopted was 100-gram force and the dwell time was 15 seconds during the indentation.
Figure 2.11 (b) shows the dent made through the microhardness machine. The unit and
magnitude of the hardness are defined by Vickers hardness (Hv), and was determined by
measuring the average diagonal length, d (mm), of the indentation mark on the specimen
surface.
Hv 

8 F sin  / 2 

 d1  d 2  / 2 2
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(2.7)

where
F = loading force, g-f
 = face angle of a pyramidal diamond indenter, 136o
d1, d2 = are the two diagonal lengths of the indentation, m

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.11

(a) Future-tech FM series micro-hardness testing machine and (b) indention mark
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2.2.5

Dynamics Mechanical Analysis

Dynamics mechanical analysis (DMA) is an efficient method of determining the
material’s viscoelastic behavior and developing structure-property relationship. It is able to
measure the modulus (stiffness) and damping (energy dissipation) properties through the
application of periodic stress. The effects on composites by adding different weight
percentage of purified/functionalized carbon nanotubes were studied though this technique.
The specimens for dynamics mechanical analysis were prepared to dimensions of 50 x 6.5 x
3mm. The testing was conducted in a dual-cantilever bending geometry on a Dynamic
Mechanical Analyser (Perkin Elmer Diamond DMA Lab System) and in the room with
temperature 22C and mean relative humidity 57%. Figure 2.12 shows the Dynamic
Mechanical Analyser and the dual-cantilever bending geometry employed in the experiment.
In addition, during the analysis processing, time scans were run from approximately 25C to
220C at a heating rate of 2C/min with frequencies 1 Hz.

Specimen
(b)

(a)

Figure 2.12 (a) Dynamic Mechanical Analyser and (b) the dual-cantilever bending geometry
employed in the experiment.
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Due to the differences in composition, materials would response differently when
subjected to sinusoidal stress in the dynamics mechanical analysis. For a perfectly elastic
material, the stress and strain are perfectly in phase as strain is directly proportional to stress,
however, for a perfectly viscous fluid, the strain will lag behind by a phase angle of 90. For a
polymeric material, the response to a variable load is a combination of elastic and viscous
response, i.e. they show elasticity to some extent and also flow to some extent and the strain
lags behind the stress by phase angle . Thus, polymeric materials are also named as
viscoelastic materials. Figure 2.13 shows a common response of stress and strain with time
for a polymeric material.

Strain
Stress

A

Stress , Strain 

Phase lag 

A

Time t

Figure 2.13

Stress-strain response of a polymeric material.

Because of the differences in response, the results obtained from dynamic mechanical
analysis are always applied to characterize the viscoelastic behavior of the material under
investigation. The complex viscosity, complex modulus, storage (elastic) modulus, loss
modulus are the most common properties can be acquired from the analysis and their
relationships are shown as follows:
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(i)

The complex modulus E* is the ratio of the stress amplitude to the strain amplitude
and represents the stiffness of the materials. It is composed of the storage modulus E’
(the real part) and the loss modulus E” (the imaginary part)

E * ( )  E ' ( )  iE" ( )

(2.8)

Its magnitude is in term in MPa and can be evaluated as

E* 

(ii)

A

A

E ' ( )2  E" ( )2

(2.9)

The storage modulus E’ represents the stiffness if a viscoelastic material and is
proportional to the energy stored during a loading cycle. Besides, it is generally equal
to the elastic modulus for a single, rapid stress at low load and reversible deformation.
Its expression is written as

E ' ( )  E * ( ) cos 

(iii)

(2.10)

The loss modulus E” is defined as being proportional to the energy dissipated during
one loading cycle. It represents energy lost during the process and is a measure of
vibrational energy that has been converted during vibration and that cannot be
recovered. Its expression is defined as

E" ( )  E * ( ) sin 
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(2.11)

(iv)

The loss factor tan  is the ratio of loss modulus to storage modulus. It is a measure of
the energy lost, expressed in terms of the recoverable energy, and represents
mechanical damping or internal friction in viscoelastic system. A high value of tan 
implies a material has a high, nonelastic strain component, while a low value of tan 
indicates one that is more elastic. Also, the maximum of this ratio represents the
material’s glass transition temperature Tg [155, 172] and it expression is indicated as

tan  

(v)

E" ( )
E ' ( )

(2.12)

The complex viscosity * is the tendency of a material to flow.

A similar

relationship, as in the complex modulus, is used to define this value. In dynamics
mechanical analysis, the complex viscosity * is also separated into two components;
the stored viscosity ’ and loss viscosity ”. And it is evaluated from:

 * ( )   ' ( )  i " ( )

where  ' ( ) 

E" ( )



is the real part and  " ( ) 

the complex viscosity.
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(2.13)

E ' ( )



is the imaginary part of

2.2.6

Thermogravimetric Analysis

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a branch of thermal analysis, which examines
the mass change of a sample as a function of temperature in the scanning mode or as a
function of time in the isothermal mode. Thermal events like melting, crystallization or glass
transition do not change the mass of the sample but there are some very important exceptions
which include desorption, absorption, sublimation, vaporization, oxidation, reduction and
decomposition. TGA is used to characterize the decomposition and thermal stability of
materials under variety of conditions and to examine the kinetics of the physico-chemical
processes occurring in the sample. The mass change characteristics of a material are strongly
dependent on the experimental conditions. Factors such as sample mass, volume, shape and
nature of sample holder, nature and pressure of the atmosphere in the sample chamber and the
scanning rate all have important influences on the characteristics of the recorded TGA curve.
TGA is useful to distinguish one polymer from the other on the basis of oxidation or
decomposition curves. Moreover, this technique is commonly used to compare the behavior
of polymer with and without additives.

In this study, the thermogravimetric analysis was employed to investigate the purity of
the carbon nanotubes purchased from Shenzhen Nanotech Port Company and also the
enhancement of thermal stability of the composites due to the application of SWNT and
FSWNT as the reinforcement. The thermal experiments were carried out with the instrument,
Setaram Labsys TG-DTA/DSC system, in the room with temperature 22C and relative
humidity 55%. Figure 2.14 shows the Setaram Labsys TG-DTA/DSC system used for the
thermal analysis.
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Figure 2.14

Setaram Labsys TG-DTA/DSC system.

The thermogravimetric analyzer is a low volume, high temperature computer
controlled oven. During the heating process, the sample will decompose or evolve in the oven
and causing a change in its temperature and mass. Such changes in the sample will be
monitored and recorded by the thermocouple and electrobalance which were built-in the
thermal system. The data obtained from the process provides important information on the
decomposition and thermal stability of samples and also the kinetics of the physico-chemical
processes occurring in them. The sample that use for the thermogravimetric analysis can be in
solid or liquid form with the mass normally less than 5g.

In the earlier section, the result of TGA (figure 2.2) has already utilized to show the
purity of the carbon nanotube purchased from Shenzhen Nanotech Port Company. In order to
study the enhancement of thermal stability of the composites due to the addition of carbon
nanotube, the similar procedure of operating the Setaram Labsys TG-DTA/DSC system was
employed. Besides, the samples were heated from 100C to 700C at a rate of 10C/min with
the flow of air at approximately 40cc/min
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2.2.7

Scanning Electron Microscope

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of electron microscope that images
the sample surface by scanning it with a high-energy beam of electrons in a raster scan
pattern. The electrons interact with the atoms that make up the sample producing signals that
contain information about the sample's surface topography, composition and other properties
such as electrical conductivity.

The types of signals produced by an SEM include secondary electrons, back scattered
electrons (BSE), characteristic x-rays, light (cathodoluminescence), specimen current and
transmitted electrons. These types of signal all require specialized detectors for their
detection that are not usually all present on a single machine. The signals result from
interactions of the electron beam with atoms at or near the surface of the sample. In the most
common or standard detection mode, secondary electron imaging (SEI), the SEM can
produce very high-resolution images of a sample surface, revealing details about 1 to 5 nm in
size. Due to the way these images are created, SEM micrographs have a very large depth of
field yielding a characteristic three-dimensional appearance useful for understanding the
surface structure of a sample. Furthermore, SEM is able to provide a wide range of
magnifications is possible, from about x 25 (about equivalent to that of a powerful hand-lens)
to about x 250,000, about 250 times the magnification limit of the best light microscopes.

Back-scattered electrons (BSE) are beam electrons that are reflected from the sample
by elastic scattering. BSE are often used in analytical SEM along with the spectra made from
the characteristic X-rays. Because the intensity of the BSE signal is strongly related to the
atomic number (Z) of the specimen, BSE images can provide information about the
distribution of different elements in the sample. For the same reason BSE imaging can image
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colloidal gold immuno-labels of 5 or 10 nm diameters, which would otherwise be difficult or
impossible to detect in secondary electron images in non conductive specimens.
Characteristic X-rays are emitted when the electron beam removes an inner shell electron
from the sample, causing a higher energy electron to fill the shell and release energy. These
characteristic X-rays are used to identify the composition and measure the abundance of
elements in the sample.

In this research work, the scanning electron microscope was used to examine the
failure mechanism of the composites after mechanical testing i.e. tensile test, flexural test and
impact test. Moreover, it also applied to inspect the dispersion of carbon nanotubes inside the
composite. The images obtained from SEM would be useful to explain the properties
improvement of composite due to the reinforcement of carbon nanotubes, and also the
influence on interfacial interaction between the carbon nanotube and polymer matrix caused
by functionalization. The samples examinations were performed at room temperature 22C
and mean relative humidity 57%, and with the scanning electron microscopes, Leica
Stereoscan 440 scanning electron microscope and JEOL Model JSM-6490 scanning electron
microscope, which were operated at the accelerating voltage 20kV, throughout the study
(Figure 2.15). All the samples under inspection were prepared directly from those specimens
right after the mechanical testing. And the samples were clean with alcohol and coated with a
conductive layer i.e. gold by a sputter coater for the conduction of electrons during the SEM
process (Figure 2.16).
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(a)
Figure 2.15

(b)

(a) Leica Stereoscan 440 scanning electron microscope and (b) JEOL Model JSM-6490
scanning electron microscope samples

Figure 2.16 Samples prepared for the SEM process.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

This chapter aims to show the results obtained from various experiments as mentioned
in Chapter 2. These experiments were designed to investigate the properties, such as elastic
modulus, flexural modulus, and thermal stability, improvement due to the addition of SWNTs
and FSWNTs into the epoxy matrix, and to compare the enhancement caused by FSWNTs
over the SWNTs as reinforcement. In general, the experiments could be divided into two
categories: (i) Mechanical Property Tests i.e. Tensile Property Test, Flexural Property Test,
Impact Test and Microhardness Test, and (ii) Thermal Property Tests i.e. DMA and TGA.
Besides, SEM was introduced to examine the facture surface and nanotubes distribution
insides the composites. Apart from this, detail analysis and discussion would be present on
each experiment based on the results achieved.
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3.1

3.1.1

MECHANICAL PROPERTY TESTS

Analysis of Tensile Properties

In the tensile property test, the tensile modulus (modulus of elasticity) and ultimate
strength of the nanocomposites have been examined. Figure 3.1 illustrates the tensile
behaviors of the nanotube based composites from the tensile property tests. For
SWNT/Epoxy composites (figure 3.1(a)), all the composites with different contents of
SWNTs show a ductile plastic behavior in terms of the stress and strain. These stress-strain
curves exhibit elongation manners after reaching the peak loading. As compares with the
result of epoxy, it is found that the addition of SWNTs into the epoxy didn’t influence the
trend of stress-strain behavior of the materials; however, the extent of elongation has been
improved. This extension enhancement was varied from 4.25% produced by 1wt%
SWNT/Epoxy composites to 55.75% provided by 3wt% SWNT/Epoxy composites.

In addition, the ultimate strength of the composites was determined to be increased by
reinforcing the SWNTs into the neat epoxy. From the experiment, the ultimate strength of
epoxy alone was measured to be 50.08MPa. This maximum strength value was found to
enhance by 0.48% to 50.2MPa when 1wt% of SWNTs was employed into the composite.
With further addition of SWNTs, the ultimate strength was augmented more significant. For
composites containing 2wt% to 3wt% of SWNTs, the strength value was gained by 5.73% to
6.87%. However, such improvement was slow down when 4wt% of SWNTs was applied into
the composite and the strength value at this nanotube content was measured as 53.5MPa.
Though 6.83% of improvement was achieved over the neat epoxy, the ultimate strength was
found to decrease to 53.50MPa from 53.52MPa for composites having 3wt% of SWNTs.
Nevertheless, this property was raised again as 5wt% of SWNTs was used as filler and the
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ultimate strength was obtained to be 54.94MPa with 9.7% improvement above that of epoxy
matrix.

On the other hand, contrasts to the SWNT/Epoxy composites, FSWNT/Epoxy
composites show totally different behaviors in stress-strain relationship. Figure 3.1(b) shows
the stress-strain curves of FSWNT/Epoxy composites. Through the results, it is noticed that
all the composites, with different nanotubes contents, demonstrated a typical deformation of
brittle plastic in terms of the stress and strain. By comparing with the result of epoxy, the
elongation of FSWNT/Epoxy composites after reaching the ultimate strength was obviously
shortened. The deformation decrement was varied from 33.06% of 4wt% FSWNT/Epoxy
composites to 38.06% of 3wt% FSWNT/Epoxy composites. Apart from this, same as in
SWNT/Epoxy composites, the ultimate strength was enhanced due to the addition of
FSWNTs. By introducing 1wt% of FSWNTs as filler, the strength value was gained from
50.08MPa of neat epoxy to 51.75MPa of the nanocomposite and given an improvement by
3.33%. When more FSWNTs were introduced into the composites, the enhancement in the
strength property was more remarkable, especially as compared to that of SWNT/Epoxy
composites. The ultimate strength of FSWNT/Epoxy composites was found to increase as the
weight content of nanotubes in the system increased. The augmentation reached the
maximum and provided the improvement of 16.91% over the neat epoxy when 5wt% of
FSWNTs was used in the composites system.
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Tensile Property Tests of SWNT/Epoxy Composites
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Tensile Property Tests of FSWNTs/Epoxy Composites
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Figure 3.1 The tensile property test results of (a) SWNT/Epoxy Composites and (b) FSWNT/Epoxy
Composites.
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Apart from ultimate strength, the tensile modulus of the epoxy was also found to have
noticeable increment with the reinforcement of nanotubes. Figure 3.2 shows the results of
tensile modulus of the nanocomposite systems as the function of nanotubes content. Through
the results, it is revealed that both SWNTs and FSWNTs have significant impact on the
tensile modulus of composites. In the tensile property test, the tensile modulus of epoxy was
measured to be 2.66GPa. With the addition of 1wt% of SWNTs into the epoxy matrix, it is
found that the modulus was enhanced to 2.72GPa with an improvement of 2.26% over the
neat epoxy. Further filling of SWNTs into the composites has facilitated the augmentation of
the tensile modulus. For composite containing 2wt% of SWNTs, its tensile modulus was
increased to 2.76MPa with improvement of 0.04MPa over 1wt% SWNT/Epoxy composite.
However, such improvement in modulus was found to be tremulous as illustrated in the figure.
When 3wt% of SWNTs was applied, the tensile modulus was enhanced in a faster rate and
jumped to a value of 2.85MPa. Nevertheless, this increasing rate was slow down as 4wt% of
SWNTs was employed and this composite system provided a tensile modulus of 2.88MPa.
For the composites embedded with 5wt% of SWNTs, on the other hand, the tensile modulus
is found to improve in a higher rate again and gave a modulus value of 2.98MPa with 12.03%
enhancement over the neat epoxy.

Similar to SWNT/Epoxy composites, FSWNT/Epoxy composites present improved
tensile moduli with the addition of FSWNTs. However, these values of FSWNT/Epoxy
composites were increased in a much faster and steady manner when compare to that of
SWNT/Epoxy composites. For composite having 1wt% of FSWNTs, the tensile modulus was
increased to 2.75MPa from 2.66MPa of neat epoxy and showed an improvement of 3.38%.
By increasing the input of reinforcement, the FSWNT/Epoxy composites were found to
provide a much higher tensile modulus than SWNT/Epoxy composites at the same nanotubes
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content. The modulus value of 2wt% FSWNT/Epoxy composite was obtained as 2.89MPa
which is 1.05 times that of 2wt% SWNT/Epoxy composite. Further addition of FSWNTs (i.e.
3, 4, 5wt %) into the composites was also found to produce the tensile modulus (i.e. 2.97,
3.04, 3.16MPa) which was approximately 1.05 times of that of SWNT/Epoxy composites at
the same nanotubes content. Table 3.1 is the summary of the tensile properties of the
nanotube based composites measured from the tensile property tests.

Tensile Modulus of Nanocomposites with different Nantoubes %
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Figure 3.2 The Tensile Modulus of the nanocomposites as the function of nanotubes content.
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Table 3.1

Materials

Epoxy

SWNT/Epoxy
Composite

FSWNT/Epoxy
Composite

The summary of the Tensile Properties obtained from tensile property tests.

Nanotube
Content
(wt%)

Tensile
Modulus
(GPa)

%
Improvement

Ultimate
Strength
(MPa)

%
Improvement

0%

2.66 + 0.07

-

50.08 + 0.82

-

1%

2.72 + 0.11

2.26%

50.32 + 1.12

0.48%

2%

2.76 + 0.09

3.76%

52.95 + 1.00

5.73%

3%

2.85 + 0.13

7.14%

53.52 + 0.97

6.87%

4%

2.88 + 0.10

8.27%

53.50 + 1.28

6.83%

5%

2.98 + 0.14

12.03%

54.94 + 1.18

9.70%

1%

2.75 + 0.08

3.38%

51.75 + 1.11

3.33%

2%

2.89 + 0.10

8.65%

52.80 + 0.98

5.43%

3%

2.97 + 0.08

11.65%

55.80 + 0.96

11.42%

4%

3.04 + 0.11

14.29%

56.36 + 0.10

12.54%

5%

3.16 + 0.09

18.80%

58.55 + 1.01

16.91%

The results of the tensile property test demonstrated that both SWNTs and FSWNTs
exhibited significant impact on the load transfer efficiency of the composites. By the
reinforcement of nanotubes, the tensile modulus and ultimate strength of the composites were
improved. Moreover, these tensile properties were increased as the function of nanotube
content. As 5wt% of nanotubes was applied, both tensile modulus and ultimate strength of the
composites systems achieved the maximum. Though both tensile properties of the materials
showed observable enhancement due to the addition of nanotubes, its effect on ultimate
strength was comparatively moderate. On the other hand, through the comparison of the
results, it is evaluated that the employment of FSWNTs into the composites system would
provide a more favorable improvement in tensile properties. Also, these properties were
increased in a much faster and steady approach than that of the SWNT/Epoxy system.
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These results lend credence to the postulate that functionalization of the single-walled carbon
nanotube by nitric acid and sulphuric acid may aid in securing the nanotube-matrix interface
allowing for greater load transfer from the matrix to the nanotubes. The aggravation in
interfacial interaction between matrix and nanotubes provides an excellent ability to resist
from fracture and thus increase the tensile properties of the composites.

This interfacial interaction between the nanotubes and epoxy matrix could also
investigate through the utilization of SEM. Figure 3.3 shows SEM images of the fracture
surfaces of the Neat Epoxy, SWNT/Epoxy composites and FSWNT/Epoxy composites
systems. Figure 3(a) illustrates the failure surface of the neat epoxy after the tensile property
test. Through the micrograph, it is noticed that the failure of neat epoxy exhibited a brittle
manner which was indicated by the ridge like patterns formed on the fracture surface. With
the filling of nanotubes into the epoxy, the roughness of the fracture surface was found to
increase according to the nanotube content. Figure 3(b) (i)-(v) and 3(c) (i)-(v) shows the
fracture surfaces of the SWNT/Epoxy composites and FSWNT/Epoxy composites with
different nanotubes weight percentages. The images of SEM demonstrated that the fracture of
both nanotube based composites present a brittle behavior through the debris formed on the
surfaces. As the content of nanotubes increased, the amount of debris created on the fracture
surface augmented and formed in a smaller scale. However, the variation between the two
nanotube based composite systems became obvious at the nanotube content of 3-5wt%.

By comparing the figure 3(b) (iii)-(v) to the figure 3(c) (iii)-(v), it is found that the
fracture surfaces of SWNT/Epoxy composites contained both ridge like patterns together
with debris, which is indicated by the red arrows in those figures. However, on the other hand,
FSWNT/Epoxy composites showed different behaviors than SWNT/Epoxy composites.
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When the amount of FSWNTs increased (i.e. 3-5 wt%), more debris were formed and with a
dense but uniformed pattern (figure 3(c) (iii)-(v)). The surface roughness was found to
enhance gently with the addition of FSWNTs. The fracture behaviors of the composites
systems were suggested to relate to the interfacial interaction between the nanotubes and
epoxy, and also the dispersion of nanotubes inside the epoxy matrix. As the interaction
between the nanotubes and epoxy was getting stronger, the ability of the material to resist
from tensile fracture became stronger. Thus, when failure occurred, debris was formed on
fracture surfaces. Also, as the content of nanotubes increased, the resistance to failure was
enhanced; therefore, the density of debris was increased on the surface. Furthermore, the
dense and uniformed pattern of debris on the fracture surfaces of FSWNT Epoxy composites
indicated that the FSWNTs were distributed uniformly inside the composite while the ridge
like pattern with debris showed on the fracture surfaces of SWNT/Epoxy composites
demonstrated the poor dispersion of SWNTs inside the epoxy. These results, in turn, implied
that the functionalization of SWNTs can improved the dispersion of nanotubes inside the
epoxy and also can provide a better interaction with the epoxy matrix.

The above conclusions were further proved by the SEM micrographs with higher
magnifications as shown in figure 3.4. Figure 3.4 (a)-(b) present closer images of the
fracture surface of SWNT/Epoxy composites through the SEM. Through the micrographs, it
is noticed that the SWNTs clusters were formed insides the composites. These agglomerates
showed poor wetting of epoxy and were parallel to the fracture surface, which would severely
affected the load transfer between the epoxy and nanotubes, and therefore, lower the tensile
properties of the composites. Besides, the size and number of these aggregates were found to
enlarge with increased SWNTs applied into the composites. Contrast to the SWNT/Epoxy
composite, the nanotubes reinforced in FSWNT/Epoxy composites provided a uniform
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dispersion in the composite as indicated in figure 3.4 (c)-(d). The FSWNTs showed a good
wetting of epoxy and most of them were perpendicular to the fracture surface, which would
enhance the efficiency of load transfer inside the FSWNT/Epoxy composites and hence gave
better mechanical properties than SWNT/Epoxy composites. This finding provided evidence
for the strong interaction (bonding) created between the functionalized SWNTs and epoxy
matrix, and could be adopted as the reason for the higher achievement in tensile properties
and over than that of SWNT/Epoxy composites.
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(a)

(b).(i)

(c).(i)

(b).(ii)

(c).(ii)

Figure 3.3

The fracture surface of specimens after the tensile property test – (a) Neat Epoxy, (b)
(i)-(v) SWNT/Epoxy Composites i.e. 1wt% - 5wt%, and (c) (i)-(v) FSWNT/Epoxy
Composites i.e. 1wt% - 5wt%.
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(b).(iii)

(c).(iii)

(b).(iv)

(c).(iv)

(b).(v)

(c).(v)

Figure Continued
Figure 3.3 The fracture surface of specimens after the tensile property test – (a) Neat Epoxy, (b)
(i)-(v) SWNT/Epoxy Composites i.e. 1wt% - 5wt%, and (c) (i)-(v) FSWNT/Epoxy
Composites i.e. 1wt% - 5wt%.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.4 The dispersion of nanotubes inside the composite system. (a)-(b) SWNT/Epoxy
Composites and (c)-(d) FSWNT/Epoxy Composites.
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3.1.2

Analysis of Flexural Property

The flexural property test employed in this study was the 3-Point Bending test.
Through this test, the effects from SWNTs and FSWNTs on the flexural modulus of the
composites systems were investigated. However, the ultimate flexural stress were not able to
conclude as the composites specimens did not fail within 5% strain limited as required by the
test method of standard ASTM D790. Figure 3.5 shows the results of the 3-Point bending test
in term of load-deflection curves. Through the figure 3.5(a) and (b), it is noticed that both
SWNT/Epoxy composites and FSWNT/Epoxy composites provided better resistance to
deflection as compared to neat epoxy. Moreover, these two composites systems exhibited
similar increasing profile in load-deflection curve. In order to study the composite systems
more comprehensively, the flexural moduli were calculated for each system with different
nanotubes contents. This flexural property can be obtained by calculating the slope of the
initial straight line portion of the load-deflection curve and substitute in equation 2.6 as
mentioned in chapter 2. Figure 3.6 illustrates the flexural modulus of the nanotube based
composites with different nanotubes contents. From the figure, it is revealed that the flexural
modulus of both SWNT/Epoxy composites and FSWNT/Epoxy composites increased
gradually with the nanotubes contents and provided the maximum value when the weight
percentage of nanotubes reached 5wt%. This improvement in flexural property of composites
due to the reinforcement was found to be outstanding.

In the flexural property test, the neat epoxy was found to provide a flexural modulus
of 2.445GPa. By adding 1wt% of SWNTs into the epoxy matrix, it is found that the flexural
modulus of the composites was improved by 2.32% from 2.445GPa of neat epoxy to
2.501GPa. Further filling of SWNTs would provide further enhancement of the flexural
property of composites, however, such increment was found with certain fluctuations. For
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composites containing 2wt% of SWNTs, the flexural modulus was increased to a value
2.532GPa and a 3.57% improvement was obtained over the neat epoxy. Although
enhancement was achieved with increased nanotubes content, the rate of increment was slow
down as shown in the figure. When 3wt% of SWNTs was applied, the rate of enhancement
was raised again and gave a flexural modulus of 2.639GPa with an improvement of 7.94%.
Similar phenomenon was found at SWNTs content of 4 and 5wt%. For composites embedded
with 4wt% of SWNTs, similar to that with 2wt% SWNTs, the rate of increment was
comparatively moderate when compared to that with 3wt% SWNTs. The flexural modulus
was measured to be 2.693GPa and provided 10.15% improvement over the epoxy alone. And
for the composites with 5wt% of SWNTs, similar to that with 3wt% SWNTs, the rate of
improvement was increased again and gave the maximum value of flexural modulus which
was 2.802GPa and have an enhancement by 14.61%.

Opposing to SWNT/Epoxy composites, the flexural modulus of FSWNT/Epoxy
composites was increased more steadily with the nanotubes contents. For the 1wt%
FSWNT/Epoxy composites, its flexural modulus was enhanced by 3.60% from 2.445GPa of
the neat epoxy to 2.533GPa. When 2wt% of FSWNTs was employed into the composites, its
flexural property was gained to 2.6GPa, and a 6.36% in improvement was obtained over the
neat epoxy. Similarly, 6.36%-14.49% improvement was attained for composites containing
3wt% to 5wt%. By comparing the results with SWNT/Epoxy composites, it is shown that the
rate of improvement in flexural modulus of FSWNT/Epoxy composites was more dramatic.
Besides, the flexural modulus of FSWNT/Epoxy composites at different nanotubes contents
(i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5wt%) was found to superior to that of SWNT/Epoxy composites having the
same nanotubes weight percentages by 1.28%, 2.7%, 1%, 3.9% and 1.7%.
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The above results of 3-Point Bending test were summarized in table 3.2. Through the
table of results, it is cleared that both SWNT/Epoxy composites and FSWNT/Epoxy
composites provided attractive improvement in flexural modulus over the neat epoxy. As the
application of nanotubes increased, the flexural property was also increased and gave a
maximum value when 5wt% of nanotubes was used. When comparing the two types of
composites systems, it is found that the introduction of FSWNTs into the composites was
more favourable for property enhancement. Hence, apart from the tensile properties,
functionalization of SWNTs was also provided a better improvement in flexural property.
Figure 3.7 shows the fracture surface of the neat epoxy and also that of the two composites
systems.
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3-Point Bending Test on FSWNT/Epoxy Composites
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Figure 3.5 The 3-Point Bending Test results of (a) SWNT/Epoxy Composites and (b)
FSWNT/Epoxy Composites.
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Flexural Modulus of Nanocomposites with various Nanotubes %
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Figure 3.6

The Flexural Modulus of the nanocomposites as the function of nanotubes content.

Table 3.2 The summary of the Flexural Modulus obtained from 3-Point Bending Tests.

Materials
Epoxy

SWNT/Epoxy
Composite

FSWNT/Epoxy
Composite

Nanotube
Content (wt%)

Flexural Modulus (GPa)

% Improvement

0%

2.445 + 0.085

-

1%

2.501 + 0.163

2.32%

2%

2.532 + 0.205

3.57%

3%

2.639 + 0.192

7.94%

4%

2.693 + 0.177

10.15%

5%

2.802 + 0.200

14.61%

1%

2.533 + 0.110

3.60%

2%

2.600 + 0.067

6.36%

3%

2.721 + 0.048

11.30%

4%

2.799 + 0.071

14.49%

5%

2.851 + 0.102

16.61%
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Figure 3.7(a) shows the fracture surface of neat epoxy. A step was found at the bottom
of the specimen because, during the flexural property test, the material was under
compression along the top of the specimen while under tension along the bottom of the
specimen, such coupling effect caused the material to produce sagging deformation and
finally break in the step manner. Figure 3.7 (b) (i)-(v) and (c) (i)-(v) shows the fracture
surfaces of SWNT/Epoxy composites and FSWNT/Epoxy composites with different
nanotubes contents. Same as in tensile specimen, debris were found on the fracture surface of
the nanotube based composites.

When compared to the fracture surface of neat epoxy (figure 3.7(a)), it is noticed that
the step created by the coupling effect in the composite systems was not as obvious as in neat
epoxy, and a lot of river line patterns were found on that area. It is believed that the area with
river line patterns worked as a transition region where the compression and tension effect
took place. The reinforcement of nanotubes improved the property of material to resist from
the coupling effect caused by the sagging deformation, thus prevented the material from
failure and forming a step structure as in neat epoxy. Although both SWNT/Epoxy
composites and FSWNT/Epoxy composites demonstrated similar patterns in their fracture
surface, a crack was observed near the transition region in all the SWNT/Epoxy composite
systems (i.e. 1-5wt%). By comparing the results with neat epoxy, it is known that no crack
was formed in the pure matrix. Also, through the outcomes of FSWNT/Epoxy composites, it
is revealed that the addition of FSWNTs with good dispersion (as pointed out in tensile
property test section) didn't initial any crack during the 3-Point bending test. Thus, the results
obtained from SWNT/Epoxy composites may account for the agglomerates created from the
SWNTs. As shown in tensile section, the agglomerates were poor in wetting which would
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lower the load transferability of the reinforcement. Hence cracks may easily initiate in the
region where agglomerates were assembled.

(a)

(b).(i)

(c).(i)

(c).(ii)

(b).(ii)

Figure 3.7 The fracture surface of specimens after the 3-Point Bending Test – (a) Neat Epoxy, (b)
(i)-(v) SWNT/Epoxy Composites i.e. 1wt% - 5wt%, and (c) (i)-(v) FSWNT/Epoxy
Composites i.e. 1wt% - 5wt%.
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(c).(iii)
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(c).(v)

Figure Continued
Figure 3.7 The fracture surface of specimens after the 3-Point Bending Test – (a) Neat Epoxy, (b)
(i)-(v) SWNT/Epoxy Composites i.e. 1wt% - 5wt%, and (c) (i)-(v) FSWNT/Epoxy
Composites i.e. 1wt% - 5wt%.
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3.1.3

Analysis of Impact Property

In the izod impact test, all types of composites specimens failed in a “complete break”
mode (figure 3.8) and exhibited a brittle behaviour as there was no drawing or necking down
in the broken area. The effects of both purified SWNT and functionalized SWNT on the
composites in the mean of notched izod impact strength are shown in figure 3.9. Figure 3.9 is
the impact strength of the composites as the function of nanotubes content. The calculated
values revealed in the figure have been adjusted with the toss correction as mentioned in
chapter 2 because the measured values of fracture energy were less than 27 J/m for all
specimens during the experiment. Through the impact test results, the neat epoxy was found
to have an impact value of 1486.72 J/m2 and both the SWNT/Epoxy and FSWNT/Epoxy
composites showed a remarkable alteration in the impact properties over the neat epoxy alone.
For the SWNT/Epoxy composites, the impact strength increased gradually with the
increasing content of SWNTs until it reached the maximum value at 3wt% of SWNTs. The
impact strength was enhanced by 24.28% from 1486.72 J/m2 of the neat epoxy to 1846.92
J/m2 for composites containing 3wt% of SWNTs. Similarly, 4.39% to 9.99% improvement
was obtained for composites containing 1wt% to 2wt% of SWNTs. Although the addition of
SWNTs showed an attractive enhancement on the impact property of composites, the impact
strength value was found to decrease as further filling of SWNTs into the epoxy matrix. The
impact strength was lowered to 1618.79 J/m2 from the maximum value 1846.92 J/m2 for
composite having 4wt% of SWNTs, however, the impact property of this composite still able
to provide 8.88% improvement over the neat epoxy. The composites embedded with 5wt% of
SWNTs, on the other hand, were found to experience a dramatic decrease in impact strength
which was 1171.15 J/m2. This impact value was much lower than that of the neat epoxy,
which showed a property deterioration of -21.23% of the material.
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While comparing the two curves in figure 3.9, the FSWNT/Epoxy composites were
revealed to present a more favorable augmentation in impact property when compared to that
of SWNT/Epoxy composites containing the same weight percentage of nanotubes. And the
impact strength was found to increase at a faster rate in the FSWNT/Epoxy composites. For
composites having 1wt% of FSWNTs, the impact value was increased to 1687.41 J/m2 from
1486.72 J/m2 of neat epoxy and showed an improvement of 13.50%. Similar enhancement
was found in further addition of FSWNTs. When 2wt% of FSWNTs was applied in the
composite, its impact strength was gained to a value of 1792.32 J/m2, and a 20.56% in
improvement was obtained over the neat epoxy. A spectacular impact value was achieved
when the composites were embedded with 3wt% of FSWNTs. At this content, the impact
strength of composites reached the maximum value of 2247.52 J/m2 and showed an
enhancement of 51.17%. However, such trend in increasing was not able to hold with further
filling of FSWNTs into the composites. The impact strength was decreased to 1960.67 J/m2
from the highest value 2247.52 J/m2 of composite having 4wt% of FSWNTs. Although there
was a diminution in impact value, the composite was yet provided a 31.88% improvement
over the neat epoxy. For the composites having 5wt% FSWNTs, similar to the result of 5wt%
SWNT/Epoxy composites, were having a decrease in impact strength and gave a value of
1760.83 J/m2. However, conversely, these composites acquired an increment in impact
strength of 18.44% when compared to that of neat epoxy.

The results of izod impact test indicate a significant influence induced by using the
SWNTs and FSWNTs as reinforcement in epoxy. Both SWNT/Epoxy and FSWNT/Epoxy
composites exhibited an improvement in impact strength when 1wt%-5wt% of nanotubes
(except the 5wt% SWNT/Epoxy composites) were reinforced into the composites. By
comparing the results of these two types of composites, it is revealed that the introduction of
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FSWNTs into the epoxy as reinforcement would provide a more attractive enhancement than
using the purified SWNTs. Apart from this, the impact value was found to change in a faster
manner, especially at the 3wt% of FSWNTs. At this content, the impact strength of
FSWNT/Epoxy composites was superior to that of SWNT/Epoxy composites, having the
same weight percentage of nanotubes, by 21.69%. Other FSWNT/Epoxy composites with
various weight contents (i.e. 1, 2, 4, 5 wt%) also gave a favourable improvement (i.e. 8.72,
9.60, 21.12, 50.35%) over the SWNT/Epoxy composites with the same nanotubes weight
percentages. Netherless, different from SWNT/Epoxy composites, the impact property of
FSWNT/Epoxy composites were declined in a lower rate from the nanotubes content 4wt%
to 5wt%, and the impact value of these composites still able to achieve an improvement over
the epoxy alone. In addition, it is found that the impact strength would reach its maximum
when the nanotube weight content was 3wt% for both kinds of nanotubes composites. This
suggested that the weight percentage of 3 was the optimal nanotube content that would
provide the best impact strength for the nanotube epoxy composites.

Table 3.3 is the summary of the results obtained from Izod Impact Tests. It is shown
that the variations in those results obtained from SWNT/Epoxy composites were much larger
than that in FSWNT/Epoxy composites. While the range of variation was kept within + 6.30
for all weight percentages of FSWNT/Epoxy composites, the SWNT/Epoxy composites
showed a diverse variation from a minimum + 10.23 for 5wt% of SWNTs to a maximum of
+ 19.45 for 3wt% of SWNTs.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8 Composite specimens (from left to right: Neat Epoxy, SWNT/Epoxy composite and
FSWNT/Epoxy composite) after the Izod Impact Test (a) Side view and (b) Top View
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Figure 3.9 The impact strength of the nanocomposites as the function of nanotubes content.
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Table 3.3

Materials
Epoxy

SWNT/Epoxy
Composite

FSWNT/Epoxy
Composite

The summary of the impact results obtained from Izod Impact Tests.

Nanotube
Content (wt%)

Impact Strength (J/m2)

% Improvement

0%

1486.72 + 3.05

-

1%

1552.01 + 12.63

4.39%

2%

1635.23 + 15.05

9.99%

3%

1846.92 + 19.45

24.28%

4%

1618.79 + 14.01

8.88%

5%

1171.15 + 10.23

-21.23%

1%

1687.41 + 3.61

13.50%

2%

1792.32 + 5.44

20.56%

3%

2247.52 + 5.74

51.17%

4%

1960.67 + 5.05

31.88%

5%

1760.83 + 6.30

18.44%

The results analysis obtained above were attributed to the fact that nanotubes worked
as a good medium for load transfer. Through the application of nanotubes, the toughness and
load transferability of materials were enhanced; however, the percentage of nanotubes applied
would severely affect the results. From the izod impact test, it is shown that the application
of both purified SWNT and functionalized SWNT as reinforcement could improve the impact
strength of the materials. The best impact property was obtained when 3wt% of nanotubes
was used. The FSWNTs provide the better results over the SWNTs when employed as the
reinforcement in epoxy. It is because the interfacial interaction between matrix and nanotubes
were improved as bonding was formed between the functional groups on nanotubes surface
and the epoxy. As more bonding were formed, a dense cross-link structure would be created
thus providing an excellent ability to resist from fracture and also improving better medium
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for load transfer. Additionally, the dispersion of FSWNTs in the epoxy was improved as less
nanotube clusters were formed inside the composites. However, further increase in the
nanotube content would lower the impact strength of the composites since, as more nanotubes
were input into the material, the chance of crack initiation would easily be raised during the
load transfer.

In this study, the impact property was lowered when the nanotubes content was more
than 3wt%. The degradation in properties indicates the nanotubes was turned into the
dominant medium instead of reinforcement, thus weaken the load transferability. Moreover,
the overall performance of SWNT/Epoxy composites was apparently fluctuated when
compared to that of FSWNT/Epoxy composites, the reason of this may account to the
agglomerates formed inside the composites. As more SWNTs were reinforced into the
composites, more nanotubes were able to cluster together, thus causing difficulties in
controlling the property. And because of this, there was a serious deterioration of impact
value when 5wt% of SWNTs was embedded in the SWNT/Epoxy composites.

In order to examine the failure mechanism of the nanotube/epoxy composites due to
impact test, SEM was utilized to study their fracture surfaces. Neat epoxy, 3wt%
SWNT/Epoxy composites and 3wt% FSWNT/Epoxy composites were investigated under the
microscopy. Figure 3.10 shows the SEM images with low magnification of the composite
specimens. Through the micrographs, it is noticed that the neat epoxy exhibited a smooth
brittle fracture surface after the impact test while the nanotube/epoxy composites showed a
rougher surface comparatively. It is suggested that as nanotubes were filled into the epoxy,
bonding were formed between them. Such bonding would enhance toughness of the
composites and thus resist them from breakage.
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Figure 3.11 and 3.12 give the images with higher magnification at the cleavage of
composites specimens due to the impact force. By comparing figure 3.11(a) and 3.12(a), it is
observed that the fracture surface of SWNT/Epoxy composite contained the river lines which
were more obvious and coarse. However, for those appeared in the fracture surface of
FSWNT/Epoxy composite were much fine in shape. When examined these broken lines
through the close-up micrographs as shown in figure 3.11 (b) and 3.12 (b), the embedded
nanotubes in the composites were clearly shown. In figure 3.11 (b), the SWNTs were
dispersed around the broken lines randomly and, at the same times, they tended to cluster
together and formed the nanotubes networks. These networks show a poor wetting of epoxy
and were parallel to the fracture surface, which were unflavored to the load transfer between
the epoxy and nanotubes. And therefore, the impact strength of the composites was lower.
Since it is not possible to control the number and location of the formed nanotube
agglomerates, hence the measured impact values show apparent fluctuation.

Besides, it also revealed that as more SWNTs were added into the composites, the
impact property was decreased since more agglomerates may form during the composites
fabrication. Opposing to the SWNT/Epoxy composite, the nanotubes reinforced in
FSWNT/Epoxy composite were much better in dispersion around the hackle region, and there
was no nanotubes networks are found as shown in figure 3.12 (b). The nanotubes shows a
good wetting of epoxy and most of them were perpendicular to the fracture surface, thus
provided a prefect condition for maximizing the load transfer inside the composite and hence
a greater impact strength was obtained. These SEM images were adaptable as an indirected
explanation to the results obtained from the izod impact test
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.10

The SEM images of fracture surfaces of the specimens after the Izod Impact Test (a)
Neat Epoxy, (b) 3wt% SWNT/Epoxy Composite and (c) 3wt% FSWNT/Epoxy
Composite.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.11

The higher magnificent SEM images of fracture surfaces of the specimens - 3wt%
SWNT/Epoxy Composite
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12 The higher magnificent SEM images of fracture surfaces of the specimens - 3wt%
FSWNT/Epoxy Composite
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3.1.4

Analysis of Hardness Property

In the microhardness test, all composites specimens were investigated using the
Vicker’s type of diamond in a microhardness tester. The results from the microhardness tests
have present a facilitation of hardness value by adding the nanotubes into the epoxy matrix.
Figure 3.13 shows the Vicker’s hardness of the composites as the function of weight
percentage of nanotubes. According to the results, the hardness value of the neat epoxy was
measured to be 14.375 Hv. Besides, the reinforcements of both SWNTs and FSWNTs in the
epoxy matrix were found to enhance the hardness property of the neat epoxy. For the
SWNT/Epoxy composites, the improvement of hardness value was noticeable as the addition
of SWNTs increased. The Vicker’s hardness was enhanced by 9.88% from 14.375 Hv of neat
epoxy to 15.795 Hv for composites with 1wt% of SWNTs. With further augment of
nanotubes content, the improvement in hardness property was more obvious, especially when
5wt% of SWNTs was introduced into the composite. At the content, the Vicker’s hardness
was found to be 18.08 Hv which provided the improvement by nearly 26% over the neat
epoxy. Although the addition of nanotube from 2wt%-4wt% also gave aggravation in the
hardness value, the rate of improvement was rather moderate when compare to that of
nanotubes content at 1wt% and 5wt%. The Vicker’s hardness in this range of nanotubes
content was obtained to be within 16.3-17 Hv and the percentage in improvement was laid
between 13.6% and 17.8% over the neat epoxy.

By comparing the results in figure 3.13, it is found that the FSWNT/Epoxy
composites show gradually improvement in hardness value, however, with a slower rate,
when compared to SWNT/Epoxy composites containing the same nanotubes content. For
composites having 1wt% of FSWNTs, the Vicker’s hardness was enhanced to 14.75 Hv from
14.375 Hv of neat epoxy and showed an improvement of 2.61%. Similar enhancement was
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found in further filling of FSWNTs. When 2wt% of FSWNTs was employed in the composite,
its hardness value was gained to 15.075 Hv with a 3.85% improvement. As more nanotubes
were added, 3wt%-5wt%, the hardness property was altered gradually from 15.925 to 16.78
Hv with the percentage improvement various from 10.78 – 16.73%.

The results from microhardness test designated the improvement of hardness property
by reinforcing the SWNTs and FSWNTs into epoxy. Both SWNT/Epoxy and FSWNT/Epoxy
composites showed an enhancement in Vicker’s hardness when 1wt%-5wt% of nanotubes
were added into the composites. By comparing the results of both types of composites, it is
revealed that the reinforcement of FSWNTs into the epoxy would provide less attractive
results than applying the SWNTs as filler. The hardness values of FSWNT/Epoxy composites
were found to be lower than that of SWNT/Epoxy composites when having the same
nanotubes content. Different from the results obtained in previous sections, the results
suggested SWNTs were better as reinforcement than FSWNTs and its composites provided a
delighted improvement in the property of composite. The percentage improvements of
SWNT/Epoxy composites over the FSWNT/Epoxy composites at the same nanotubes content
i.e.1, 2, 3, 4, 5 wt% were found to be 7.085%, 8.345%, 3.108%, 4.506% and 7.747%. Besides,
from table 3.4, it is shown that the standard deviations in the results of SWNT/Epoxy
composites were comparatively higher that that of FSWNT/Epoxy composites by
approximately + 0.1. However, such variations were relatively consistent for both types of
composites, thus provided a reliable support of the data obtained. Although the SWNT/Epoxy
composites gave better outcomes in the microhardness test, the increase in hardness value
was not as steady as in FSWNT/Epoxy composites.
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The results analysis of the microhardness test has given important information on the
enhancement of hardness property due to the reinforcement of SWNTs and FSWNTs.
Through the introduction of nanotubes, the resistance of materials against deformation due to
the applied load was improved. Though the analysis shown that SWNT/Epoxy composites
provide better hardness property over the FSWNT/Epoxy composites, such conclusion may
be induced due to the agglomerates formed inside the composites. As pointed out by prior
sections, the SWNTs tended to assemble and form nanotubes networks inside the composites.
As the network of nanotubes grew larger, the composites embedded with such nanotubes
clusters would have greater ability to resist from deformation. Since agglomerates may create
in any locations inside the composites, thus causing variation in measured values. As shown
in the data of SWNT/Epoxy composites, at nanotubes content of 2wt%-4wt%, the Vicker’s
hardness were close in value i.e. 16.333 Hv for 2wt% of SWNTs, 16.42 Hv for 3wt% of
SWNTs and 16.930 Hv for 4wt% of SWNTs. Furthermore, when the nanotubes content rose
to 5wt%, the hardness value was jumped to 18.08 Hv. The incoherent in property
improvement due to the addition of SWNTs present the possibility of the formation of
agglomerates inside the composites. Contrasting to SWNT/Epoxy composites, the results
obtained from FSWNT/Epoxy composites show a steadily increase of hardness values
together with the nanotubes content. And as referred to the SEM micrographs in earlier
sections, the FSWNTs showed a better dispersion and adhesion inside the composites. Hence,
the Vicker’s hardness provided by these composites would be more homogenous and reliable.
Nevertheless, such conclusion should be further studied to investigate the reasons of causing
the enhancement of hardness property by reinforcing the SWNTs.
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Vicker's Hardness of Nanocomposites with various Nanotubes %
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Figure 3.13

The Vicker’s Hardness of the nanocomposites as the function of nanotubes content.

Table 3.4

Materials
Epoxy

SWNT/Epoxy
Composite

FSWNT/Epoxy
Composite

The summary of the Vicker’s Hardness obtained from Microhardness Tests.
Nanotube
Content (wt%)

Vicker’s Hardness (Hv)

% Improvement

0%

14.375 + 0.152

-

1%

15.795 + 0.308

9.88%

2%

16.333 + 0.214

13.62%

3%

16.420 + 0.192

14.23%

4%

16.930 + 0.204

17.77%

5%

18.08 + 0.307

25.77%

1%

14.75 + 0.166

2.61%

2%

15.075 + 0.173

8.35%

3%

15.925 + 0.119

10.78%

4%

16.200 + 0.135

12.70%

5%

16.780 + 0.119

16.73%
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3.2

3.2.1

THERMAL PROPERTY TESTS

Investigation of Dynamics Mechanical Analysis

Rheological investigation of nanotube based composites, as a complement of
mechanical tests; give a better understanding of the influence of carbon nanotube
reinforcements on the viscoelastic properties of polymeric composites. In order to examine
the viscoelastic behaviors of composites due to the filling of SWNTs and FSWNTs, DMA
was adopted to study the properties of composites including glass transition temperature,
storage modulus and viscosity.

Among all, the most straightforward manner to evaluate changes in viscoelastic
behavior is to measure the glass transition temperature of the composites. Figure 3.14 shows
the loss factors of the composites systems obtained from DMA. As introduced in section
2.2.5, the loss factor is the ratio of loss modulus to storage modulus. The temperature at
which the maximum of this ratio occurs can be taken as the glass transition temperature of the
material. Through the results, it is noticed that both composites systems exhibited a decrease
in glass transition temperature, Tg, due to the introduction of carbon nanotubes. Moreover, the
declination in glass transition temperature was accelerated as the reinforcement of nanotubes
increased.

Figure 3.14(a) and (b) illustrate the tendency of decrease in glass transition
temperature in the composites systems. For the SWNT/Epoxy composites, the loss factor
profiles showed a rumpled pattern when compared to that of FSWNT/Epoxy composites.
Although the reduction of glass transition temperature was inversely proportional to the
nanotubes content, the peak value of the curves were in an uneven distribution manner. On
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the other hand, for FSWNT/Epoxy composites, similar to SWNT/Epoxy composites, the
glass transition temperature was inversely proportional to the nanotubes content; however,
the loss factor profiles show a more even distribution. The glass transition temperature of the
composites systems are summarized in table 3.5. The results demonstrated that both
composites systems, with nanotube content 1-5wt%, have a glass transition temperature
lower than neat epoxy. Also, the weakening in glass transition temperature of FSWNT/Epoxy
composites was more apparent than SWNT/Epoxy composites, especially with 5wt% of
SWNTs as reinforcement.

Table 3.5

The summary of glass transition temperature and storage modulus of the nanocomposites

Materials

Epoxy

SWNT/Epoxy
Composite

FSWNT/Epoxy
Composite

Nanotube
Content
(wt%)

Glass Transition
Temperature, Tg
(C)

Storage Modulus E’
at 30C
(GPa)

Storage Modulus E’
at 110C
(GPa)

0%

69.462

29.901

0.264

1%

69.315

27.385

0.353

2%

68.446

25.269

0.357

3%

67.596

24.620

0.312

4%

67.34

23.166

0.326

5%

66.617

22.285

0.325

1%

69.147

32.102

0.370

2%

67.998

37.396

0.361

3%

67.510

39.797

0.348

4%

66.721

40.685

0.355

5%

64.455

45.502

0.407

Apart from glass transition temperature, storage moduli of the composites systems
were also measured. Figure 3.15 shows the storage modulus of composites systems as a
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function of temperature. From the results, it is observed that, below the Tg, the SWNT/Epoxy
composites have storage modulus lower than the neat epoxy. The storage modulus was
decreased as the nanotubes content increased. However, the phenomenon was versed when
temperature was higher than Tg value of the systems. As the temperature was above Tg, the
storage modulus of the SWNT/Epoxy composites was greater than that of neat epoxy.
Unfortunately, the increase in storage modulus of the SWNT/Epoxy composites was rather
fluctuated and was not proportional to the amount of nanotubes applied.

Opposing to SWNT/Epoxy composites, the FSWNT/Epoxy composites shows an
enhancement of storage modulus when compared to the response of the neat epoxy, at both
low and high temperatures. When the temperature was below Tg, the storage modulus was
increased and proportional to the weight of FSWNTs input. However, when the temperature
was higher than Tg, the increase of storage modulus was also experienced fluctuations but
with a much smaller variation when compared to that of SWNT/Epoxy composites. Table 3.5
summarized the results of storage modulus of the composites system at temperatures of 30C
and 110C which was below and above their Tg values. Through the evaluation of the two
composites systems, it is found that the enhancement of storage modulus of the composites
due to the reinforcement of FSWNTs was much superior to that of SWNTs no matter what
temperature condition was applied to the materials.

In addition, the viscosity of the composites systems was obtained according to the
equation 2.13. Figure 3.16 demonstrates the relation of the complex viscosity of composites
systems to the nanotubes contents at room temperature. It is found that the viscosity of both
SWNT/Epoxy composites and FSWNT/Epoxy composites increased with the content of
reinforced nanotubes and was raised steadily at room temperature. The neat epoxy was
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calculated to provide a viscosity of 3.075GPa.s. For composites containing 1% of SWNTs, it
viscosity was enhanced to 3.361GPa.s which was 1.09 times that of neat epoxy. Similarly, for
composites having different SWNTs contents from 2wt% to 5wt%, the viscosity was gained
by 1.26 times to 1.59 times that of neat epoxy respectively. On the other hand, for
FSWNT/Epoxy composites, the augmentation in viscosity was even more obvious than
SWNT/Epoxy composite. The viscosity was determined to be 3.556GPa.s and was 1.17times
over the neat epoxy when 1wt% of FSWNTs was employed in the composites. Further
addition of FSWNTs into the epoxy matrix gave a much higher viscosity than using the same
weight content of SWNTs comparatively. The aggravation in viscosity of the composites with
FSWNTs contents varied from 2wt%-5wt% was found to provide a value ranged from
4.076GPa.s to 5.494GPa.s, which was 1.17 times to 1.79 times of that of epoxy alone.
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Figure 3.14

Loss Factor of the composites systems as a function of temperature (a) SWNT/Epoxy
Composites with different nanotubes wt% and (b) FSWNT/Epoxy Composites with
different nanotubes wt%
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Storage Modulus of SWNT/Epoxy Composites
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Figure 3.15

Storage Modulus of the composites systems as a function of temperature (a)
SWNT/Epoxy Composites with different nanotubes wt% and (b) (a) FSWNT/Epoxy
Composites with different nanotubes wt%
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Complex Viscosity of Nanocomposites with various Nanotubes %
at Room Temperature
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Figure 3.16

Complex Viscosity of the nanocomposites as the function of nanotubes content.

Table 3.6

Materials

Epoxy

SWNT/Epoxy
Composite

FSWNT/Epoxy
Composite

The summary of complex viscosity of the nanocomposites.

Nanotubes Content
(wt%)

Complex Viscosity
(GPa.s)

Enhancement in Property
(Multiplication)

0%

3.075

-

1%

3.361

1.09

2%

3.878

1.26

3%

4.085

1.33

4%

4.463

1.45

5%

4.875

1.59

1%

3.556

1.17

2%

4.076

1.33

3%

4.310

1.4

4%

4.945

1.61

5%

5.494

1.79
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The results obtained from DMA demonstrated the reinforcement of SWNTs and
FSWNTs would cause enhancement in viscoelastic properties of composites. Also, the
influence on these properties due to the functionalized nanotubes was more apparent than the
purified nanotube. During the analysis, the intensity of loss factor peak was shifted to lower
temperature with increasing nanotubes content in both SWNT/Epoxy and FSWNT/Epoxy
composites. Such reduction in values of loss factor is expected to be caused by the adsorption
of curing agent HY 956 by the nanotubes. The alteration of curing stoichiometric ratio would
weaken the glass transition temperature and also the crosslink density of cured epoxy system.
For FSWNT/Epoxy composites, apart from the adsorption of curing agent, the functional
groups of epoxy prepolymer may also adsorb into the functionalized SWNTs because of
strong interfacial bond, which may lead to further non-stoichiometric balance between epoxy
polymer and curing agent, thus causing the inhibition of cross-linking reaction between them.
Thus, the FSWNT/Epoxy composites show a significant decrease in Tg value when compare
to SWNT/Epoxy composites.

Furthermore, the storage modulus measured from DMA also shows the impact owing
to the reinforcement of nanotubes. The storage modulus is indicative of the elastic modulus of
composites. In this study, the modulus decreased gradually as temperature increased, due to
increased molecular chain movement and flexibility, until the glass transition region reached.
However, the type of reinforced nanotubes was revealed to provide either enhanced or
adverse effect on the modulus of neat epoxy. When the temperature was below Tg, the
modulus of neat epoxy was enhanced as the content of FSWNTs increased. The improved
modulus of composites is predicted to be caused by the strong interaction between FSWNTs
and epoxy matrix, which induced the stiffening effect inside the composites. The stiffening
effect was more significant as the weight fraction of FSWNTs in composites increased.
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Although the modulus of FSWNT/Epoxy composites exhibited variation when the
temperature was above Tg, these values were still shown apparent enhancement over the neat
epoxy.

In contrast to the FSWNT/Epoxy composites, the reinforcement of SWNTs was found
to deteriorate the storage modulus as the temperature was lower than the Tg. Besides, the
modulus of composites was found to decline with the increased content of SWNTs. Such
results are found to be different from that of FSWNT/Epoxy composites, and are proposed to
be caused by the agglomerates formed inside the composites. The formation of SWNTs
agglomerates would lessen the molecular chain creation between the epoxy and individual
nanotube, and also inside the epoxy, thus lower the restriction in molecular chain mobility.
However, as the temperature was increased above Tg, the nanotubes clusters in the
composites were able to disperse and produce cross-linking with the epoxy matrix. Hence,
the SWNT/Epoxy composites provided an improved storage modulus over the epoxy alone.
However, such improvement was not as much as in FSWNT/Epoxy composites due to the
weak interfacial interaction between the nanotube and epoxy matrix comparatively.

The overall influence on the viscoelastic properties of the composites system due to
the addition of nanotubes can be studied through the viscosity evaluated from DMA results.
Both composites systems showed higher viscosity than neat epoxy, and viscosity increased as
enlarging the nanotube content in composites at room temperature. It is revealed that the
SWNTs would provide the cross linking effect which restricted the molecular mobility in the
composites systems. However, as indicated by the low storage modulus of SWNT/Epoxy
composites, the improved viscosity of the composites was believed to be caused by the large
energy lost due to the friction of polymer chain movement. As more SWNTs were introduced
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into the composites, the energy lost caused by the chain movement became more serious. On
the other hand, as in the case of storage modulus, the improved interfacial interaction
between functionalized nanotubes and epoxy matrix would limit the molecular chain
movement, hence giving high viscosity values in FSWNT/Epoxy composites rather than
SWNT/Epoxy composites.
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3.2.2

Investigation of Thermogravimetric Analysis

The introduction of thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) in this study is aimed to
investigate the influence on thermal stability of epoxy due to the reinforcement of SWNTs
and FSWNTs. Carbon nanotubes have been already reported as materials with extremely
high thermal conductivity [173,174]. The addition of nanotubes into polymer matrix was
proposed to enhance the thermal stability of the material once the interfacial interaction
between nanotubes and polymer matrix has been improved. Besides, according to Chen et al.
[175], the uniformity of dispersion of nanotubes would produce a significant impact on the
thermal stability of materials. It is reported that the uniform dispersion of nanotubes would
raise the overall thermal conductivity of the composite; hence increase its thermal stability.
Since the thermal stability of the materials can be reflected by its thermal decomposition
temperature, therefore, through the thermal decomposition temperature measured from TGA,
one could obtain useful information on the behaviour of interfacial interaction and dispersion
between different types of nanotubes and epoxy matrix.

The results obtained from TGA are shown in figure 3.1.7. The TG-DTG curves of
pure epoxy, 1wt% SWNT/Epoxy and 1wt% FSWNT/Epoxy composites are presents
separately in figure 3.17 (a)-(c). In the TGA, the TG curve shows the change in profile of
mass (W) of the specimens during the temperature (T) variation. On the other hand, the DTG
is the first derivative (dW/dT) of the TGA scans. Through the figure 3.17 (a)-(c), it is found
that all curves exhibited similar weight loss profile. For pure epoxy, as shows in figure 3.17
(a), the TG-DTG curves show a three step consuming process. The first consumption
occurred between the temperature 100oC and 300oC. This first drop in the curve was
accounted to the volatilization of water that was accumulated during the composite
fabrication process. The second drop in the TG curve is observed in the temperature of 320oC
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to 400oC and most of the pure epoxy is consumed in this temperature range. For those
remaining was consumed and indicated as the third drop in TG curve which lied in the
temperature zone 500oC - 600oC. In order to evaluate the thermal decomposition temperature
of the epoxy, which required most of thermal energy to break the bonding inside the epoxy,
the DTG is applied to find out the temperature at which the derivative of the TG curve would
reach the minimum. From the result of the DTG curve, it is revealed that the epoxy would
decompose at the temperature 350.2oC.

By studying the TG-DTG curves in figure 3.17 (b) and (c), it is present that the
thermal decomposition temperature of the SWNT/Epoxy composite was 349.73oC and was
closed to thermal value of epoxy. The thermal decomposition temperature didn’t increase
with the addition of high conductivities SWNTs implying that the dispersion of nanotubes in
the epoxy was poor and the interfacial interaction between them was weak. However, on the
other hand, the thermal decomposition temperature of FSWNT/Epoxy composite was found
to have the value of 353.68oC, which was higher than that of the neat epoxy. The raise of this
thermal value was attributed to the increased thermal energy required to break the additional
bonds which was formed between the functionalized nanotubes and the polymer matrix. Also,
such enhancement can also contribute to the improvement in dispersion of SWNTs due to
functionalization. These results provide essential information on the improvement of
nanotubes caused by functionalization.
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350.2C

(a)

349.73C

(b)

353.68C

(c)

Figure 3.17

TG-DTG curves achieved from TGA. (a) Neat Epoxy, (b) SWNT/Epoxy composite and
(c) FSWNT/Epoxy composite
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3.3

CONCLUSIONS

The reinforcement of single-walled nanotubes into the epoxy was found to induce
remarkable impacts on the properties of neat epoxy. Besides, the functionalization on
nanotubes was revealed to provide much attractive results which were superior to the purified
nanotubes as filler in composites. Mechanical properties, such as elastic modulus, flexural
modulus, impact strength, hardness, of the composites were found to enhance due to the
addition of nanotubes. However, such enhancements were varied according to the amount of
nanotubes applied. According to the outcomes from tensile property test and flexural property
test, it is present that the modulus increased steadily with the nanotube content applied into
the composites system and would be maximized when 5wt% of nanotubes was used.
Moreover, in the study of impact strength, the maximum value was obtained as 3wt% of
nanotubes was employed. Further filling of nanotubes was found to lower the impact property
of the composites. On the other hand, through the results of microhardness test, it is noticed
that the introduction of SWNTs would provide a better hardness value than that of FSWNTs.
And the hardness reached the peak value when 5wt% of nanotubes was employed. The
differences in consequences due to the reinforcements were attributed to the improved
interfacial interaction, between the nanotubes and epoxy matrix, and the nanotubes dispersion,
inside the composites, which caused by functionalization of nanotubes. The SEM analysis
indicated the effect of functionalization and provided an evidence for such enhancement.

Apart from mechanical properties, thermal analysis, i.e. DMA and TGA, were also
carried out to investigate the effect on the epoxy properties due to the addition of SWNTs and
FSWNTs. The results showed that interaction between purified SWNTs and epoxy matrix
was comparatively poor while strong cross-linking was formed between the FSWNTs and
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neat epoxy, thus provided a good explanation for the delighted properties obtained by
FSWNT/Epoxy composites.
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CHAPTER 4
MOLECULAR MODELING OF CARBON NANOTUBE

4.1

INTRODUCTION

The reinforcement of carbon nanotubes into the polymer matrix was shown to provide
attractive enhancements in the material properties of composites. Apart from the dispersion of
nanotubes, such improvements were examined to be highly relied on the interfacial
interaction between nanotubes and polymer. The formation of strong interaction has already
been proved to be an essential factor for high load transferability in the composites. In
general, there are two main mechanisms of load transfer from a matrix to filler; the first type
is the micromechanical interlocking between fiber and matrix while the second mechanism is
the chemical bonding between them. According to the experiments, it was revealed that
materials properties of FSWNT/Epoxy composites were shown to be superior to those of
SWNT/Epoxy composites and neat epoxy. Besides, chemical bindings were established
within the FSWNT/Epoxy composites due to chemical functionalization. Although
FSWNT/Epoxy composites gave the most delighted results in experiments, the SWNT/Epoxy
composites were also demonstrated apparent enhancements over the neat epoxy. Without
significant chemical bonding with epoxy matrix, the improvement in properties of
SWNT/Epoxy composites may account for the micromechanical interlocking formed inside
the structures. However, due to the atomically smooth surface of nanotubes, the formation of
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physical interlocking would be difficult unless there is changes in shape of nanotubes occur
during the composites fabrication.

In this chapter, focus will be put on the influences on nanotube structure caused by the
temperature variation. During the composites fabrication, nanotubes were processed under
different temperature conditions i.e. solution mixing process, curing process. Under such
circumferences, the nanotubes may allow to deviate from its cylindrical shape due to the
energy gain from the thermal environment. In order to examine the effect induced by the
alteration in temperature, molecular simulations were used to investigate the structural
variation of the carbon nanotube. These simulations provide the theoretical insight into the
topic, and a thorough understanding of these structural variations shed light on the process
development and property characterization of nanotube based composites.

4.2

MODELING METHODS IN MOLECULAR SIMULATION

Molecular simulations have been proved to be an extremely useful technique to
investigate the nature of materials before engaging in real experiments or processing. These
modeling techniques provide guidance for advanced materials development by offering a
thorough understanding of molecular behaviors. There are several simulation techniques
which are currently in use to study the properties of carbon nanotubes and their related
materials, including Ab Initio Simulations, Molecular Dynamics, Monte Carlo Simulations
and Molecular Mechanics. The brief descriptions of each method are indicated as follows:
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(a) Ab Initio Simulations [176-179]
Ab initio, also named as first principles, simulations solve the quantum mechanical equations
governing the behavior of a system. These simulation methods give more accurate results
than classic molecular simulations, however, they are computationally intensive and time
consuming for structures composed of few thousand of atoms.

(b) Molecular Dynamics [180-184]
Molecular dynamics simulations deal with the time-dependent process of moving molecules.
Through the calculation of intermolecular forces on particles, the trajectory of moving
molecules can be predicted. Analyzing the route using the technique of statistical mechanics,
a detailed description on the bulk behavior of materials can be obtained. Such simulations
normally involve the application of potential models to characterize the nature of interaction
between the atoms which are under studied. In general, these models are formulated and
parameterized by existing experimental data. This method provides efficient modeling of the
structures with less computational time, however, its accuracy will be relied on the
parameters available to the system.

(c) Monte Carlo Simulations [185-188]
Monte Carlo simulations are similar to molecular dynamics, in which, the trajectory of
moving molecules is generated to evaluate the behaviors of the material. These simulation
methods are mostly applied to investigate the thermodynamics properties of the system and
cannot be used to simulate the time-dependent properties of the materials.
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(d) Molecular Mechanics [189-192]
Molecular Mechanics, different from the simulations above, is introduced to solve for
equilibrium. During simulation, the potential energy of the structures is minimized with
respect to the atom positions, and a new set of atom position is generated when the system
reaches its equilibrium state. The thermal conditions, i.e. temperature and pressure, cannot be
controlled or monitored in this simulation method.

In order to evaluate the structural variation of carbon nanotube due to the temperature
influence, two modeling techniques, i.e. Molecular Mechanics and Molecular Dynamics,
were employed in this study. The molecular mechanics was first applied to equilibrate the
system, so to achieve the most stable structure of the carbon nanotube before carry out the
thermal analysis. This carbon nanotube was then employed to examine its thermal behavior
through molecular dynamics. The molecular dynamics was used in this work as it can handle
a large molecular system with computational efficiency and acceptable accuracy.

4.3

POTENTIAL ENERGY MODEL

In molecular mechanics, atoms are treated as masses or spheres bonded to each other
with springs. The molecular system is modeled via classical mechanics and a set of
approximations is employed to represent the molecular system under examination. The set of
approximations is an analytical expression, also known as force field, which provides the
potential energy of a molecular system in terms of the atomic coordinates. These potential
energy functions, their derivatives and parameterization govern the equilibrium in molecular
mechanics.
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In general, the total potential energy of a molecular system is the sum of individual
components of the potential, such as bond, angle, and torsion potentials. According to the
interaction range between atoms, these potential energy functions can be divided into two
categories – bonding interaction and non-bonding interaction. The bonding interaction is
referred to the interaction formed by chemical bonding and bonding geometry while the
non-bonding interaction implied the attraction other than chemical bonding. Typically, the
general forms of potential energy functions utilize in the molecular mechanics are indicated
as follows:

4.3.1

Bonding Potential

(a) Bond Stretching

The bond stretching potential describes the chemical bond formed between two atoms. This
term is associated with the deformation of a bond from its standard equilibrium length.
r0

For small displacement from equilibrium, a harmonic function is employed

Ebond 

 K r  r 

2

r

o

(4.1)

bonds

in this equation, Kr and r0 are force field parameters for a specific pair of atoms connected by
a certain spring. Moreover, Kr is the force constant of the spring, r0 and r are the values
indicated the equilibrium and displaced distances of the atoms in the bond.
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(b) Angle Bending

The angle bending potential is applied to indicate the energy change due to the deformation
of angle from its normal value.

0

For small displacement from equilibrium, similar to bond stretching, a harmonic functions is
utilized,

Ebond angle 

 K    

2

o

(4.2)

angles

in the equation, K0 and are  the force field parameters in the systems. Besides, K0 is the
bending force constant, 0 and  are the values implied the equilibrium and bended angles
between the atoms in the bond.

(c)

Dihedrals

The dihedral potential, also known as torsional potential, account for the energy barrier to
rotation caused by the chemical bonds. This term associated with the tendency of dihedral
angles to have n-fold of symmetry and have minimum energy for different conformations.
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In molecular mechanics, the dihedral potential is often implemented as a truncated Fourier
series,

E diherals 

Vn
1  cos(n 0 )
diherals 2



(4.3)

the parameter Vn represent the dihedral force constant, n is the periodicity of the Fourier term,

0 is the phase angle, and  is the dihedral angle. Through different combination of
parameters n and 0, the potential function can characterize the energy state of diverse
conformations of the studied system. By including sum of terms of the above kind, dihedral
angle interaction of arbitrary complexity can be described.

4.3.2

Non-Bonding Potential

(a) Van der Waals Potential

The van der Waals force is the weakest intermolecular forces exist between atoms. The term
describes the repulsive forces keeping two non bonded atoms apart at close range and
attractive force drawing them together at long range.
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A 6-12 function, also known as Lennard-Jones function, is used to simulated van der Waals
interaction in the force field,
EvanderWaals 

 Aij Bij 
 12  6 
ijvdW 
 Rij Rij 



(4.4)

In the equation, Rij is the nonbonded distance between two atoms; Aij and Bij are van der
Waals parameters for the interacting pair of atoms. The R-6 terms implied the attractive
London dispersion interaction between two atoms, and R-12 term describes the repulsive
interaction caused by Pauli exclusion.

(b) Hydrogen Bonding Potential

The hydrogen bonding describes the attractive force between one electronegative atom and a
hydrogen atom which covalently bonded to another electronegative atom. The hydrogen
bonding potential in molecular mechanics does not contribute apparently to the hydrogen
bonding attraction between two atoms; instead, it is implemented to fine-tune the distances
between these atoms. The expression of hydrogen bonding potential is shown as follows:

E Hbonds 

 Cij
Dij 
 12  10 
Rij 
ijH bond 
 Rij
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(4.5)

Similar to van der Waals potential, Rij is the nonbonded distance between two atoms while Cij
and Dij are the coefficient for appropriate donor-acceptor pairs in the bonding.

(c) Electrostatic Potential

The electrostatic potential represents the attraction caused by charge pairs in the system.
Different from van deer Waals force, electrostatic force will still effective even the charges
are far away from each other. The expression of electrostatic potential is indicated as follows:

E EEL 

 qi q j 


ijelectrostatic 
 Rij 



(4.6)

In this model,  is the effective dielectric constant, qi and qj is the point charge carried by two
atoms (i and j), and Rij is the distance between the atoms.

4.4

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION

The aim of molecular dynamics is to predict the changes in a molecule as a function
of time after an energy input is added to a molecule at equilibrium. Any changes in a system
from one chemical state to another, the transformation of molecules between their various
possible states are described by kinetics. As the chemical states are relied on the changes in
atomic position, ri, over time (i.e. velocity), thus the kinetics of the system can be acquired
once the parameters are obtained.
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Newton's equation, Fi  m a , is used in the molecular dynamics to simulate atomic
motion. The rate and direction of motion are governed by the forces that the atoms of the
system exert on each other as described by Newton's equation. In practice, the atoms are
assigned initial velocities that conform to the total kinetic energy of the system, which in turn,
is dictated by the desired simulation temperature. This is carried out by slowly heating the
system and then allowing the energy to equilibrate among the constituent atoms. The basic
ingredients of molecular dynamics are the calculation of the force on each atom, and from
that information, the position of each atom can be evaluated.

The force on an atom can be calculated from the change in energy between its current
position and the displacement it’s made. This can be recognized as the derivative of the
energy with respect to the change in the atom's position Fi  

dE
. The energy term in the
dri

equation can be calculated using molecular mechanics methods as mentioned in previous
section. Though molecular mechanics are limited to applications that do not involve drastic
changes in electronic structure such as bond making/breaking, it is appropriate in this study
as the interest in this work is in the motion of atoms rather than electrons. Since atoms are
much heavier than electrons, hence it is possible to treat their motion classically.

In addition, according to the Newton's equation, the atomic accelerations are
computed from the forces and masses. Besides, the velocities are next calculated from the
accelerations based on the relation ai 
from the velocity vi 

dvi
and the position of the atoms can be calculated
dt

dri
.
dt
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Once the velocity of the atoms is evaluated, the kinetic energy of the systems can be
defined in term of the velocity K 

1 N
mi vi2 . The total energy of the system can then be

2 i 1

obtained through the summation of the kinetic and potential energies H (r , p)  K ( p)  E (r ) ,
where r = the set of Cartesian coordinates and p = momenta of the atoms.

4.5

MODELING OF CARBON NANOTUBE

4.5.1

Generation of Carbon Nanotube

In order to generate the nanotube system for study, a new type of visual
computational software, HyperChem, was utilized in this work. HyperChem is a molecular
modeling program equipped with different modeling methods such as molecular mechanics,
molecular dynamics and monte carlo simulation, and also force field parameters required in
each simulation technique. Besides, with the build-in element database, HyperChem allows
the user to construct the molecular systems visually in the software platform. Moreover,
different script commands are allowed to be written into the software to customize the
simulation process of the system.

The nanotube models which generated in the simulation include the (10, 10) armchair
and (17, 0) zig-zag single-walled carbon nanotubes. These two nanotube types are employed
as they are the main focus of the research studies in the last decade. Also, armchair and
zig-zag nanotubes represent the two extremes in the nanotube category, thus any variations in
the structure of these nanotubes would expect to be more significant. As the interest in this
work is to gain insight to the temperature influence on the nanotube structure, thus,
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neglecting the size of the nanotube, the selection of these nanotubes is considered to be
acceptable.

Once the carbon nanotubes were generated, geometry optimization was carried out on
the constructed systems through molecular mechanics method. During molecular mechanics
modeling, the deviation of nanotube structures from their cylindrical shapes was rectified,
and the systems were turned into their most stable, equilibrium state which is essential for the
thermal analysis follows.

4.5.2

Implementation of Molecular Mechanics

In this study, the force field MM+ was selected for the molecular mechanics modeling
of carbon nanotube. This force field is developed for organic molecules and is unique among
the force fields in the way it treats bonds and angles. Both the bond and angle terms can
contain higher order terms than the standard quadratic. Besides, these bond and angle
potentials express a harmonic motion better than a harmonic potential.

The MM+ force field is an extension of MM2 which was developed by Allinger and
co-workers [193-195]. It uses the latest MM2 (1991) parameters and atom types (provided
directly by Dr. Allinger) with the functional forms modified to facilitate the simulation
process which could not manage by using the MM2 force field. The potential energy
functions provide by the MM+ force field are shown as below:
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(a)

Bong Stretching Potential

1
2
Ebond  143.88  K r r  ro  1  CS r  ro 
bonds 2

(4.7)

The cubic stretch term is a factor CS times the quadratic stretch term. This constant CS can
be set to an arbitrary value and the default value for MM+ is CS =-2.0.

(b)

Bond Dipoles Potential

MM+ calculations do not usually have an electrostatic charge-charge interaction nor define a
set of atomic charges for atoms. Instead, the electrostatic contribution comes from defining a
set of bond dipole moments associated with polar bonds. The center of the dipole is defined
to be the midpoint of the bond and two dipoles i and j, separated by Rij , as shown below:



i

j



Rij

+

+

The MM+ dipole interaction energy is :

E dipole  14.39418 



ij  polar bonds
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 cos   3 cos  i cos  j 

Rij3



i  j 

(4.8)

where  is the dielectric constant and has a value of 1.5 which is the same as in the MM2
force field. The angle  is the angle between the two dipole vectors, and i and j are the
angles that the two dipole vectors make with the Rij vector.

(c)

Angle Bending Potential

The quadratic angle bending term in MM+ is identical to that of equation (4.2) defined before,
apart from a factor 1/2. Three 0 values are given for each MM+ bond, A, B and C. If B is
available, then it is used in preference to the normal A, for angles where the central atom has
one hydrogen atom directly attached to it. If C is available then it is used in preference to the
normal A for angles where the central atom has two hydrogen atoms directly attached to it. If
no hydrogen atoms are attached to the central atom or if A or B values are not available
(when they are relevant), the normal A is used. MM+ also includes a sextic angle bending
term. The final form for the angle bending energy is:



1
2
4
K     o  1  SF    o 
angles 2

Ebond angle  0.043828 



(4.9)

The sextic bending term is a scale factor SF times the quadratic bending term. This constant
SF can be set to an arbitrary value and the default value for MM+ is SF = 7.0 x 10-8, however,
the value may vary when the atoms are in a three- or four-membered ring.

(d)

Bond Stretch and Angle Bending Cross Potential

Apart from the standard potential functions introduced in earlier section, MM+ includes
coupling between bond stretching and angle bending. If the angle is defined to include atoms
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i, j, and k, where k is the central atom, then MM+ couples stretching of the ik and jk bonds
with the angle:



E stretch bend  2.51118  K sb    o ikj r  ro ik  r  ro  jk



(4.10)

angles

If atom i or atom j is a hydrogen, the deformation (r-r0) is considered to be zero. Thus, no
stretch-bend interaction is defined for XH2 groups. If R is an atom other hydrogen, the values
of the stretch-bend force constants would alter according to the position of the atom located,

i.e. Ksb = 0.120 for XR2
Ksb = 0.090 for XRH or

( X = atom in 1st long row )
Ksb = 0.250 for XR2

( X = atom in 2nd long row )

Ksb = –0.400 for XRH

(e)

Out-of-Plane Bending Potential

Besides the Bond Stretch and Angle Bending Cross Potential, MM+ force field also includes
another bending potential, know as Out-of-Plane Bending Potential. An atom that has sp2
hybridization tends to be coplanar with its attached atoms. This effect is accounted for by
improper torsions in other force fields and by out-of-plane-bending interactions in MM+. The
following situation indicating an atom that is sp3 hybridized. While bonded to 3 atoms in the
same plane,
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A
Z
X

B

Y

B is the projection of A onto the XYZ plane. When the central atom (A) of these angles is sp2
hybridized, the angle bending calculations are modified to use the in-plane angles XBZ, XBY
and ZBY in equation (4.8) with the standard force constants defined in force field rather than
the standard angles XAZ, XAY, and ZAY. In addition, out-of-plane components are computed
as well, for the out-of-plane angles AXB, AZB, and AYB. These last three calculations use
equation (4.8) as well, but with 0 equal to 0 and special out-of-plane bending constants, K,
defined in the force field.

(f)

Dihedrals Potential

The dihedral angle or torsional energy interaction in MM+ is of the general form of equation
4.3 but explicitly includes n=1, 2, and 3 with a phase angle 0=0:

Ediherals 

V1
1  cos    V2 1  cos 2    V3 1  cos 3 
2
2
diherals 2



(4.11)

The values of V1, V2, and V3, in kcal/mol, are obtained from MM2 parameters library and the
MM+ force field uses special values for the torsional force constants when the atoms are in a
four-member ring.
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(g)

Van der Waals Potential

The MM+ van der Waals interactions do not use a Lennard-Jones potential but combine an
exponential repulsion with an attractive 1/R6 dispersion interaction. The basic parameters are
a van der Waals radius ri* for each atom type and a hardness parameter i which determines
the tendency for the atoms to attract together. The parameters for a pair are obtained from
individual atom parameters as follows:

rij*  ri*  r j*

(4.12)

 ij   i  j

(4.13)

The van der Waals interaction is then calculated as:

E van der waals 

  2.9 x10

ij  vdW

5

ij

exp(12.5  ij )  2.25  ij6



(4.14)

where

 ij 

Rij

(4.15)

rij*

At short distances (rij 3.311) the above expression is replaced by:

E van der waals  336.176



ij  vdW

ij

 ij2

For CH interactions the normal  and r* values are replaced by special CH values:

 CH  0.046 and

*
rCH
 3.340
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(4.16)

For XH bonds, where X is any heavy atom, the hydrogen electron density is not thought to be
centered at the position of the hydrogen nucleus but displaced along the bond somewhat,
towards X. The MM+ force field reduces the XH bond length by a factor of 0.915 strictly for
the purposes of calculating van der Waals interactions with hydrogen atoms.

The summation of all the potential functions above would give the total potential
energy of the system. Geometry Optimization was carried out based on this total potential
energy of the system. This process aimed to find the coordinates of a molecular structure that
represent a potential energy minimum. For a potential energy E and Cartesian coordinates ri,
the optimized coordinates satisfy the equation,

E
0
ri

(4.17)

Different types of algorithms such as Steepest Descent method, Conjugate Gradient
method, and Black Diagonal method can be used to solve the above equation. In this work,
conjugate gradient method (Polak-Ribiere method) was utilized for this purpose. This method
uses both current gradient and the previous search direction to drive the minimization, thus
provides an efficient converges rate when compares to other methods.

4.5.3

Implementation of Molecular Dynamics Simulation

The process of geometry optimization leaded nanotube systems reaching their stable
and equilibrium position. In the study, the (10, 10) armchair nanotube model has a diameter
of 13.570Å and length of 162.419Å; also 2700 atoms were applied in this system.

On the

other hand, for (17, 0) zig-zag nanotube model, the structural diameter has a value of
13.318Å and the length was 162.774Å. Total number of 2652 atoms was employed in the
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system. The two kinds of models were generated to have similar dimension with an aspect
ratio of 1:12, so to avoid the any deviation in structural variation due to the difference in size.

The thermal analysis on the optimized models was simulated via molecular dynamics.
In the simulation, non periodic boundary condition in all three directions is adopted and the
nanotubes models were tested under four different temperatures i.e. 300K, 500K, 700K, and
900K. This was carried out by slowly heating the system, which was initially at absolute
zero 0K, and then allowing the energy equilibrate among the constituent atoms. The heating
was performed by scaling up the velocities of all the atoms in the last configuration of a given
molecular dynamics run to generate the initial condition for the next run corresponding to a
higher energy. The classical Newton’s equations of motion, as mentioned in section 4.3, were
applied to investigate the systems performance. A time step of 0.01fs was employed for the
molecular dynamics simulation and an overall simulation time 30ps was set to guarantee a
good thermalization of the energy among all the degree of freedom. Figure 4.1 illustrates the
simulation procedures as a flowchart.

In HyperChem, the temperature is monitored via the relationship with the average
kinetic energy K avg 

1
3
2
2
2
)  kT , where N is the no of atoms in the
m A (v xA
 v yA
 v zA

2N A
2

system, mA is the mass if the Ath atom, vxA is the x-component of the velocity of the Ath atom,
k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Moreover, the Newton’s equations of
motion utilized in this study were integrated numerically using the Leap-frog Algorithm.
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The leap-frog algorithm uses the simplest central difference formula for a derivative

df
f (t  t )  f (t  t )

dt
2t

(4.18)

as the basis for a simple iterative scheme to integrate Newton's equations of motion. If v-1/2 is
a first guess at a velocity (for the time t0 -1/2t) and x0 is a position at time t0, then by
computing first a new velocity and coordinate, and repeat these processes, the following
integration would be obtained,
v1 / 2  v 1 / 2  a0 t

(4.19)

x 2  x0  v1 / 2 t

(4.20)

v3 / 2  v1 / 2  a1 t

(4.21)

x 2  x1  v3 / 2 t

(4.22)

The new coordinates (x) and accelerations (a) are computed at integral times and the
velocities (v) at half integral times. The time step t entered by the user is the time between
evaluations of a, i.e., t= t1 - t0. The temperatures reported at integral times are the averages
of the values on either side, determined from vi+1/2 and vi-1/2.
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Molecular system’s initial condition

Position (ri) and velocities

dr i
 know
dt

Atomic
Interaction
–
Molecular
Mechanics Interatomic Potential E

Interatomic Force F  

dE
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Newton’s Equation of Motion
d 2r
F  ma  m 2
dt

New Position r *  ri  r

Time integration of acceleration to
find velocity
2
t  t d r
dr
t dt 2 dt  dt

Time integration of velocity to find
displacement
t  t dr
t dt dt  r

Figure 4.1 Flowchart of Molecular dynamics simulation
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4.6

4.6.1

EVALUATION OF SIMULATION RESULTS

Temperature Variation

In order to verify whether the nanotubes systems have reached the desired
temperatures (300K, 500K, 700K, and 900K) during molecular dynamics simulation, the
variation of temperature over the simulation time period has been examined and shown in
Figure 4.2. It can be clearly seen from the graph that the temperature reaches the desired
value at time period of 10ps for both armchair and zig-zag type of nanotube. And after which
there was an oscillation around the average value. It can be observed that the fluctuations
increased with increasing temperature. This in turn implies for higher temperatures difference
between the average temperature and the higher desired temperature. Through examining the
pattern of the temperature profile, the oscillatory behavior seems to be replicated at various
temperatures. This indicates that the basic numerical scheme in the algorithm is essentially
identical and system temperature is linearly scaled with the desired temperature.

Although the fluctuation behaviors are similar in both types of nanotubes systems, it
is noticed that the temperature oscillation at 900K was comparatively diverse. For the
simulation temperature 300K to 700K, the fluctuations in both nanotube systems were
moderated and similar. However, when the modeling temperature rose to 900K, it is revealed
that the variation in temperature was much vigorous in the armchair nanotube system while
that in zig-zag nanotube model remained gentle. Such results indicated that simulation
algorithm worked well in modeling the zig-zag nanotube system in all temperature condition
that under studied. On the other hand, for the armchair nanotube system, the numerical
simulation would become relatively unsteady when the temperature reached 900K, however,
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for temperature 700K and less, the simulation algorithm could give more reliable results as in
the zig-zag nanotube model.

Termperature Variations in Molecular Dynamics Simulations
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Temperature Variations in Molecular Dynamics Simulations
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Figure 4.2

Temperature variations in the nanotubes systems during molecular dynamics simulation.
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4.6.2

Equilibrium State

The necessary and sufficient condition for an isolated system to reach equilibrium is
that entropy of the system reaches a maximum. However, entropy cannot be directly
measured and we hence need to measure a number of thermodynamic variables indirectly to
ascertain that the system has the equilibrium state. The choice of the variables and the
magnitude of acceptable values for each of them make the determination of equilibrium
become very challenging. In general attaining thermodynamic equilibrium means achieving
thermal, mechanical and chemical equilibrium. Thermal equilibrium is state of the system at
which there are no forces exist that drive heat transfer. Mechanical equilibrium is the state at
which the net force causing change in the shape of size of the system is zero. Chemical
equilibrium is the state at which there are no forces driving chemical reactions, phase
transitions, and diffusion in mass transfer.

Identifying equilibrium in molecular dynamics has to be carried out over a finite
duration of time, of interest to the property, rather than at any instant. The conditions
necessary for ascertaining achievement of equilibrium in molecular dynamics [196] are,

(i)

The total number of atoms N, the total energy E should be a constant independent of
time. The fluctuations in the kinetic and the potential energy must be equal in
magnitude (absolute values) as the total energy is remains constant.

(ii)

The thermodynamic properties i.e. temperature, configurational internal energy
should be fluctuating about stable average values.
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(iii)

Properties’ averages should not be largely affected and retain their equilibrium values
by small perturbations, for example temperature.

(iv)

The time average of any property should be same for different macroscopic parts,
provided the number of particles among the parts is kept the same.

In this work, the number of atoms used in both kinds of nanotubes models was retained,
i.e. 2700 atom for armchair system and 2652 atoms for zig-zag model throughout the
simulation. Besides, the results shown that the temperature in all the cases of simulation
was varied around an average value during the simulation as indicated in figure 4.2.

Apart from this, figure 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate the energy variations in armchair and
zig-zag nanotube systems during molecular dynamics simulation. From the results, it is
noticed that the total potential energy of the systems varied between 4324 to 5763 kcal/mol
for armchair nanotube system, and between 7283 to 7895 kcal/mol for zig-zag nanotube
model. Both of the systems have fluctuation around the average value and armchair system
show a larger deviation than the zig-zag model. The energy fluctuations in the systems
reflected the statistical variations in positions of atoms and hence their momenta. Such
oscillations are acceptable as the variation was relatively small when comparing with the
total potential energy of the systems. Moreover, these values were reached when the
simulation time was around 11-12ps which were happened right after the simulated
temperature has reached.

Besides, the kinetic energy was a direct consequence of maintaining the temperature
and also reached an equilibrium value in the same time step i.e. 11-12ps. And, similar to the
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situation of potential energy, the variation of kinetic energy in zig-zag nanotube model was
found to be much smaller than that of the armchair system, provided that the effect of
velocity scaling in the zig-zag model to reach the desired temperature was much effective
than that in the armchair system. On the other hand, the total energy of the two types of
systems also showed the similar behavior as in kinetic and potential energy, that is, it
reached an equilibrium state when the simulated time arrived at 11ps and this energy also
with fluctuation but was around an average value.

The results from the modeling demonstrated that the nanotubes systems were able to
reach the equilibrium during the molecular dynamics simulation, and the parameters and
algorithms used in the simulation are acceptable.
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Kinetic Energy Variations of Armchair Nantoube Model
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Total Energy Variations of Armchair Nantoube Model
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Figure 4.3

Variations in system energy of armchair nanotube over time (a) Kinetic Energy, (b)
Potential Energy, and (c) Total Energy
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Kinetic Energy Variations of Zig-Zag Nantoube Model
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Potential Energy Variations of Zig-Zag Nantoube Model
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Total Energy Variations of Zig-Zag Nantoube Model
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Figure 4.4

Variations in system energy of zig-zag nanotube over time (a) Kinetic Energy, (b)
Potential Energy, and (c) Total Energy
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4.6.3

Structural Variation of Carbon Nanotube

The structural deviation of carbon nanotube from its cylindrical shape was found
through the molecular dynamics simulation in all modeling conditions. Figure 4.5 shows the
cylindrical shapes of the armchair and zig-zag carbon nanotubes before the thermal analysis.
The carbon nanotubes were in their most stable and equilibrium situation and were obtained
via geometrical optimization.

Results of molecular dynamics simulations are illustrated in Figure 4.5 to 4.9.
Twisting of nanotube is observed in the simulations of both armchair and zig-zag systems,
and the degree of twisting increased with the temperature. During the simulation processes,
elongation of the nanotubes was noticed together with twisting. The elongation occurred not
only in the axial direction, but also in the sideway of the nanotubes and combined with the
twisting action which shown in figure 4.6 and 4.8. Meanwhile the alteration of bending and
twisting behaviors are indicated by the end views of nanotubes in figure 4.7 and 4.9.

When compared the results of armchair nanotube system and zig-zag nanotube model,
the temperature variation is found to have a stronger influence on the zig-zag nanotube.
During the increase of temperatures, both types of nanotubes changed from their original
cylindrical shape at 0 K to an elongated, twisted form at higher temperature. However, the
bending effect is overtaking the twisting effect in armchair nanotube and the degree of
bending is increased with temperature. For the zig-zag nanotube, the phenomenon of twisting
and elongation are also observed; yet, the variation of such behaviors was different from that
of armchair nanotube. The twisting behavior is more obvious than the bending effect in
zig-zag nanotubes. And the degree of twisting is much larger than that of armchair one.
Such results demonstrated that during the simulation, the atoms in nanotube gained enough
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energy to move about its original position and thus causing the distortion of the nanotube.
However, due to the structural difference between zig-zag and armchair nanotubes, unlike
degree of distortion of nanotubes were created.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.5 Different views of the modeled structure of the carbon nanotubes after geometrical
optimization. (a) Side view of (10, 10) Armchair carbon nanotube, (b) Side view of (17,
0) Zig-Zag carbon nanotube, and (c) End view of carbon nanotube (same for armchair
and zig-zag type of carbon nanotube)
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Figure 4.6 Side View of the armchair (10, 10) nanotube at different simulation temperatures.
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Figure 4.7 End view of the armchair (10,10) ) nanotube at different simulation temperatures
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Figure 4.8 Side View of the zig-zag (17, 0) ) nanotube at different simulation temperatures
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Figure 4.9 End View of the zig-zag (17, 0) ) nanotube at different simulation temperatures
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Further insights into the structural variation can be investigated through the table 4.1
and 4.2. Table 4.1 illustrates the potential energies of the armchair and zig-zag nanotubes
systems obtained from the geometrical optimization. Some of the potential energy terms, e.g.
electrostatic potential, out of plane potential, are not included in the table because these
functions did not produce any effects in the simulation or their values are equal to zero. From
the results, it is found that the dihedral (torsional) energy was the dominant component of the
nanotubes’ total energy. Neglecting the Van der Waals energy, the dihedral energy was found
to be at least 50 times the rest of the energy terms in armchair nanotube model while it was at
least 20 times the energy terms in the zig-zag system. Though the Van der Waals energy has
significant impact on the total energy of the systems, this non-bonding energy would have the
least influence on the formation of the internal structure of the systems. Moreover, by
comparing the energy terms in the armchair and zig-zag systems, it is revealed that the
dihedral energy in armchair model was twice the value of that in zig-zag one. However, the
rest of the energies in the armchair system were lower than that in the zig-zag model. These
findings pointed out that the nanotubes’ structure was highly relied on their dihedral property.
Any external influence on this value would easily sway the cylindrical nanotubes into some
other forms.

Table 4.2 shows the energies of the (10, 10) armchair and (17, 0) zig-zag nanotube
systems achieved through molecular simulations. From the results, it is noticed that the
energies of both nanotubes systems increased with the simulation temperature. Besides, since
the mass of atom was the same in both nanotubes systems and the velocity of the atom was
monitored through the relation with temperature (mentioned in section 4.5.3), the kinetic
energy of the nanotubes models was almost the same. The similarity in the kinetic value
implied that the total energy of the systems would be depended strongly on the potential
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energy. Referring to the evaluated values, it is known that the potential energy of both types
of nanotube systems was enhanced evenly with the simulation temperatures. The potential
energy of the armchair nanotube system was gained from it minimum energy state at -2408.1
kcal/mol to the maximum value 4451.655 kcal/mol at 900 K. Meanwhile, the energy value of
the zig-zag nanotube model was augmented from its equilibrium state with 350kcal/mol to
the state with maximum energy i.e. 7573.343 kcal/mol at 900K. The increment in potential
energy in both nanotubes systems was attributed to the change in internal structure of the
nanotubes due to the gain in temperature. And such increment was mostly caused by the
torsion motion in this study.

Furthermore, figure 4.10 provides a better picture on the variation of the system
energy of armchair and zig-zag nanotubes models over different simulation temperatures.
Through the figure, it is noticed that all the energy types, i.e. kinetic, potential and total
energy, were improved with increased modeled temperature. And the increment of energy
was found to be proportional to the modeling temperature in the simulation.
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Table 4.1

Evaluated potential energies of the (10, 10) armchair and (17, 0) zig-zag nanotube systems
via geometrical optimization.

Potential Energy (kcal/mol)
Bond
Stretching
(kcal/mol)

Angle
Bending
(kcal/mol)

Dihedral
(kcal/mol)

(10, 10) Armchair

87.514

86.266

-4659.810

(17, 0) Zig-Zag

114.916

95.650

-2271.540

Carbon
Nanotube

Table 4.2

Bond Stretching
And
Angle Bending
(kcal/mol)

Total
(kcal/mol)

2086.100

-8.172

-2408.102

2420.340

-9.361

350.005

Van der Waals
(kcal/mol)

Energies of the (10, 10) armchair and (17, 0) zig-zag nanotube systems through molecular
simulations.

(10, 10) Armchair CNT
Simulation
Temperature
(K)

Kinetic
Energy
(kcal/mol)

Potential
Energy
(kcal/mol)

(17, 0) Zig-Zag CNT

Total
Energy
(kcal/mol)

Kinetic
Energy
(kcal/mol)

Potential
Energy
(kcal/mol)

Total
Energy
(kcal/mol)

0

-2408.100

-2408.1019

0

350.0089

350.0053

300

2480.659

1.081596

2481.741

2341.840

2856.600

5198.440

500

4016.932

1551.943

5568.875

3976.577

4407.258

8383.835

700

5644.748

3082.221

8726.968

5540.195

5998.066

11538.260

900

7403.346

4451.655

11855

7254.192

7573.343

14827.540

0
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Kinetic Energy of Nanotubes Systems verus Simulation Temperatures
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Figure 4.10

Variations in system energy of armchair and zig-zag nanotube models over different
simulation temperatures (a) Kinetic Energy, (b) Potential Energy, and (c) Total Energy
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4.7

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, a complete modeling of armchair and zig-zag type of single-walled
carbon nanotube was discussed. Major computational methods in molecular simulation were
briefly introduced. Molecular dynamics simulation was chosen for nanotubes modeling due
to its computational efficiency and accuracy. In molecular dynamics simulations, the
potential energy model is essential. In this work, the potential energy model required in the
energy calculation was introduced and formulated. Besides, the simulations of the nanotubes
systems were carried out through a new modeling program, HyperChem. The

results

achieved from the molecular dynamics simulation shown that the geometrical properties of
the armchair and zig-zag nanotubes were subjected to change with temperature. And the
alteration in nanotubes structures was found to accelerate together with the simulation
temperature.

These findings provide useful explanation on the enhancement of composites
properties due to the reinforcement of SWNTs. According to the experimental results, it is
known that there was no significant chemical bonding between SWNTs and epoxy matrix,
however, the improvement of materials properties was remarkable with the addition of
SWNTs. Through the results of thermal analysis, the augmentation in the properties of
composites can be accounted for the structural variation in nanotubes which would lead to
micromechanical interlocking with the polymer matrix inside the structures. And this
geometrical alteration in nanotubes can be created during the composites fabrication when
nanotubes were processed under different temperature conditions i.e. solution mixing process,
curing process. Under such circumferences, the nanotubes may allow to deviate from its
cylindrical shape due to the energy gain from the thermal environment.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

5.1

SUMMARY

This research has undertaken a systematic investigation into the material properties
enhancement due to the reinforcement of carbon nanotubes. Single-walled carbon nanotubes
were the major interested as the reinforcement in this study while epoxy was selected to be
the matrix polymer due to its high availability nowadays. Both purified and functionalized
SWNTs were employed to examine the effect of surface modification on nanotube dispersion
and also interfacial adhesion to the polymer matrix. Besides, various weight percentages, i.e.
1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, of SWNTs and FSWNTs were introduced for manufacturing the
composite, thus to study the mechanical improvement of polymer due to the application of
nanotubes.

The fabrication procedures of nanotube/epoxy composites were developed to achieve
the evaluation on properties improvement due to the addition of nanotubes. The nanotubes
were dispersed throughoutly inside the epoxy resin via the solution mixing process. And
sonication was employed to facilitate the mixing process. Although the sonication time was
directly related to the dispersion of nanotubes inside the polymer matrix in liquid state, the
excessive sonication process would damage the nanotube structure. Hence, three hours of
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operation with sonication was utilized as the best processing duration in this work. Moreover,
the usage of solvent was omitted during the composite fabrication to avoid the ductile
behavior in the final product due to the solvent employed. Heating and degassing processes
were also involved in the preparation of composites, and the nanocomposites were obtained
after the completion of curing in the oven and then room temperature for about a week of
time.

In order to investigate the properties augmentations of the nanotube based composites,
a series of experiments and characterization methods tests i.e. tensile property test, flexural
property

test,

impact

test,

microhardness

test,

dynamics

mechanical

analysis,

thermogravimetric analysis, and scanning electron microscopy were conducted. Experimental
evidences have shown that the reinforcement of SWNTs gave attractive improvement in the
material properties over the neat epoxy. Also, the functionalization on nanotubes was
revealed to provide remarkable enhancement in properties which were superior to the purified
nanotubes as filler in composites. Mechanical properties, such as elastic modulus, flexural
modulus, impact strength, hardness, of the composites were found to enhance due to the
addition of nanotubes. However, such enhancements were varied according to the amount of
nanotubes applied.

The outcomes from the tensile property test and flexural property test indicated that
there was a significant improvement in mechanical properties due to the addition of
nanotubes. The increments in material properties, i.e. ultimate strength, tensile modulus, and
flexural modulus, reached the maximum when 5wt% of nanotube was employed. And the
reinforcement of FSWNTs gave a superior enhancement in material properties to that of
SWNTs. On the other hand, the results from impact test indicated a different behavior than in
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any other tests. The peak impact strength of both types of nanotube based composites was
obtained when 3wt% of nanotube was employed. This impact property was found to enhance
by more than 50% over the neat epoxy when 3wt% of FSWNT was embedded inside the
composite. Further filling of nanotubes in both kinds of composites was found to lower the
impact value of composites and the impact strength showed a deterioration of approximately
21% when 5wt% of SWNT was used. Apart from this, through the microhardness test, the
improvement in hardness property due to the reinforcement of nanotubes was observed and
the peak value was concluded as 5wt% of nanotube was filled into the composite. However,
in contrast to the results from other experiments, the introduction of SWNT was found to
induce a better hardness value than that of FSWNT.

To facilitate the analysis on the performances of nanotube based composites, SEM
was used to examine the failure mechanism of the composites after mechanical property tests
and to inspect the dispersion of carbon nanotubes inside the composite. Through the
micrographs obtained from SEM, it is demonstrated that the SWNTs tended to form
agglomerates insides the composites, and these agglomerates showed poor wetting of epoxy
and were parallel to the fracture surface. However, opposing to SWNTs, FSWNTs present a
uniform dispersion in the composites. Besides, they showed a good wetting of epoxy and
most of them were perpendicular to the fracture surface.

The variation in nanotube

distribution and interaction in different types of composites gave an alternative explanation
on the deviation of load transferability due to different variety of nanotube reinforcement.

Apart from the mechanical property tests, thermal analysis, i.e. DMA and TGA, were
also conducted to investigate the effect on the epoxy properties due to the addition of SWNT
and FSWNT. The results showed that the interaction between purified SWNTs and epoxy
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matrix was comparatively poor while strong cross-linking was formed between the FSWNTs
and neat epoxy. In the analysis of DMA, the glass transition temperature of composites was
found to shift to the lower value with the addition of nanotubes, and the FSWNT/Epoxy
composites nanotubes demonstrated the dramatic decrement in the temperature value when
compared to others. Furthermore, the storage modulus of composites was revealed to provide
either enhanced or adverse effect due to the reinforcement of nanotubes. The filling of
FSWNTs was shown to cause an enhancement in storage modulus no matter the temperature
was below or above the Tg. Apart from this, the viscosity of the composites was also
determined to be increased induced by the addition of nanotubes. And the viscosity of
FSWNT/Epoxy composites was found be higher than that of SWNT/Epoxy composites
nanotubes in all reinforced content of nanotubes. The results from DMA implied the
improved interfacial interaction was obtained between the functionalized nanotubes and
epoxy matrix. Such improvement caused by the adsorption of epoxy prepolymer into the
functionalized SWNTs, the induction of stiffening effect inside the composites, and also the
limitation of molecular movement, which provided a superior thermal results over the
SWNT/Epoxy composites and neat epoxy.

The enhancement of interfacial interaction between FSWNTs and epoxy matrix was
further examined with the application of TGA. The outcomes of the TGA presented that the
thermal decomposition temperature of the SWNT/Epoxy composite was closed to thermal
value of epoxy while that of FSWNT/Epoxy composite was found to have the value higher
than that of SWNT/Epoxy composite and neat epoxy. The raise of this thermal value was
attributed to the increased thermal energy required to break the additional bonds which was
formed between the functionalized nanotubes and the polymer matrix. Also, such
enhancement can also contribute to the improvement in dispersion of SWNTs due to
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functionalization. Therefore, the investigation though TGA given a convincing evidence of
improved interfacial adhesion between nanotubes and epoxy matrix caused by
functionalization.

Meanwhile, according to the experimental results, it is known that there was no
significant chemical bonding between SWNTs and epoxy matrix, however, the improvement
of materials properties was remarkable with the addition of SWNTs. The improvement in
properties of SWNT/Epoxy composites was predicted to be caused by the micromechanical
interlocking formed inside the structures. And the formation of physical interlocking was
expected to induce by the change in shape of nanotubes caused by temperatures variation
during composites fabrication. In order to examine the effect due to the alteration in
temperature, molecular mechanics together with molecular dynamic simulations were used to
investigate the structural variation of the carbon nanotube. A complete modeling of armchair
and zig-zag type of SWNTs was under studied.

The results achieved from the simulation showed that the geometrical properties of
the armchair and zig-zag nanotubes were subjected to change with temperature. And the
alteration in nanotubes structures was found to accelerate together with the simulation
temperature. These findings provided useful explanation on the enhancement of composites
properties due to the reinforcement of SWNTs. Through the results of thermal analysis, the
increase in material properties of composites can be accounted for the structural variation in
nanotubes which would lead to micromechanical interlocking with the polymer matrix inside
the structures. And this change in geometry of nanotubes can be created during the
composites fabrication when nanotubes were processed under different temperature
conditions. Under these conditions, the nanotubes may allow to deviate from its cylindrical
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shape due to the energy gain from the thermal environment, forming the physical
interlocking at least.

5.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The outcome from this study has indicated the enhancement of composite properties
due to the reinforcement of nanotubes. And such improvement was found to accelerate when
the nanotube has undergone the chemical functionalization. In order to entirely utilize the
nanotubes as filler in composite structures, it is urged to understand the interaction between
nanotubes and the polymer matrix. Though chemical functionalization is shown to provide an
improvement on interfacial adhesion between nanotubes and epoxy matrix experimentally,
the details on the chemical processes and the external influences such as temperature,
pressure, and sonication frequency on such processes are still uncertain. Thus, it is essential
to comprehend the chemistry involve in the whole composites fabrication process.

Apart from examining the chemical techniques require during composite production,
the development of mass production method on nanotube based composites is crucial to
fulfill the need of industrial application. And the duration of functionalization process also
has to be taken into account to shorten the production time of composite. Moreover, the
control of nanotube alignment inside the composites is also another important topic in the
composite making.

In order to achieve the efficient production method of composites, experiments
together with molecular modeling are required. Before any experiment to be carried out,
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molecular simulation can be adopted to predict the behavior of the composite in different
loading conditions and can provide a better understanding on effects cause by the external
circumstance. As the extension of this research, a bulk simulation with disordered nanotubes
embedding in the polymer chain should be developed. This simulation would help in
identifying the influence induces by the polymer chain and nanotubes themselves inside the
composite structure. Moreover, since the resin flow is important for nanocomposite
manufacturing, thus molecular simulation involving the external pressure gradient will
facilitate the understanding in the flow through the nanopores inside the epoxy polymer and
how it relates to the final product obtain.
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